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As a low-cost approach to incident management, freeway service patrol programs
have gained wide popularity. Although there are many such programs in different parts of
the country, not much research has taken place in designing such programs systematically.
An efficient design of patrol program configurations is needed to ensure appropriate
resource allocation. This research seeks to devise a methodology for determining
optimally such system parameters as hours of operation, fleet sizes, dispatching policies,
areas of operation, and routing schemes so that the efficacy of the program is maximized.
This problem cannot be approached analytically, because of the interaction of
randomly occurring incidents with time-varying traffic. The problem is therefore solved
using dynamic simulation approaches combined with optimization techniques.
Simulation approaches are utilized to replicate the operations of response vehicles
that move through the traffic on freeways. The incident occurrence is simulated from
incident generation model that uses non-homogeneous Poisson process. Aggregate route
diversion models are used along with queuing models to capture the non-linear impact of
incidents on traffic flow in the network. Performance measures such as travel intensity and
delay in queue in the network are utilized to estimate the efficacy of the incident response
program.
Optimization techniques are used to design new programs efficiently and improve
existing programs by making intelligent decisions about system parameters. As all the
system parameters are not commensurable and there is no analytical expression for system
performance measures, traditional optimization techniques may not be used. While
simulation models are utilized to estimate system performance measures, nested partitions
method is used to partition feasible region systematically to adapt sampling. Sampling is
concentrated in the subset that is considered most promising. The initial promising region
is obtained using the idea of sample path optimization. A load balancing heuristic
technique is used to come up with an initial good design. Subsequently, nested partitions
method and simulation models are used iteratively to select cost-effective system
parameters.
A generalized framework is developed that can be used to design new freeway
patrol programs and improve existing ones. As an example application of the proposed
tool, the case of Hoosier Helper program, operated by the Indiana Department of
Transportation (TNDOT) in northwest Indiana is studied in details. It is shown how the
efficiency of the Hoosier Helper program can be improved by adopting a different
deployment schedule and routing scheme. The scope of further improvement by
implementing different dispatching policies as well as increasing fleet size is also discussed.
The framework developed in this study is easily transferable. In order to use it for
designing new program or improving the operations of the existing programs the incident
data, traffic data, and the network geometry data for the study area have to be collected
and the simulation models should be calibrated accordingly. The other data to be obtained
are the dollar value of a vehicle-hour saved and the cost data that includes investment
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cost, overhead cost, maintenance cost, and employees' salaries and benefits. These data
are needed to estimate the marginal benefit-cost ratio that would be used to find out the
cost-effective fleet size. Once all these data are obtained simulation models can be used
combined with load balancing algorithm and nested partitions method to determine the
optimal configuration design of incident response systems. The framework may be used
for designing the Hoosier Helper program in the Indianapolis area as well as for similar
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Non-recurrent congestion caused by highway incidents is a major concern for
transportation agencies and millions of road users in most metropolitan areas in the
United States. Highway congestion represents a daily problem for commuters and
truckers in all major metropolitan areas. The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
reported that non-recurrent congestion, or congestion caused by traffic incidents,
accounts for 60 percent of congestion induced delay (Grenzeback and Woodle, 1992).
Moreover, highway incidents cause fatalities, physical injuries, and property damage. In
1997, approximately 42,000 people died in motor vehicle crashes (FHWA, 1998). If
immediate medical assistance had been available, many of these lives would have been
saved. In the search for a lower-cost approach to combat the effect of traffic incidents on
freeway operation, several states have made freeway service patrols an increasingly
popular choice in larger urban areas. Freeway service patrols function as a "low-tech"
incident management program, providing incident detection, response, and clearance;
moreover, based on the findings of service patrol evaluations in the literature, these
programs can serve as a key component within any comprehensive incident management
framework. It is considered that an efficient freeway service patrol substantially reduces
incident duration time which, in turn, alleviates the delay attributed to non-recurrent,
incident-related congestion and lowers the chance of secondary crashes. Furthermore,
these programs create a sense of security for motorists in addition to improving public
relations for the service's sponsor (Nowlin, 1994).
1 .2 Scope for Research
The effectiveness of an incident response program largely depends on how
efficiently it has been designed. The issues that naturally come up are as follows: what
the number of response vehicles should be, how many of them should be deployed at a
time, whether this number should vary with time, which area they should cover, and how
the vehicle's beat should be designed. In addition, one would be interested to know
whether a particular policy for making the decision regarding which incident to be
responded to next has any advantage over other policies. Thus, the design parameters
include fleet size, deployment schedule, area of operation, routing scheme, and
dispatching policy. These parameters should be selected intelligently. Although there are
many incident response programs in different parts of the country, not much research has
been done in developing systematic design procedures of these programs. An efficient
design of patrol program configurations is needed to ensure appropriate resource
allocation. The present research seeks to devise a methodology for determining optimally
such system parameters as fleet size, hours of operation, area of operation, dispatching
policy, and routing scheme so that the efficacy of the program can be maximized.
1.3 Outline of the Study
The problem cannot be approached analytically because of the interaction of
randomly occurring incidents with time-varying traffic. The problem is therefore solved
using dynamic simulation approaches combined with optimization techniques. The term
"dynamic" is used to describe the time-varying nature of various components of the
system. It includes traffic volume, incident occurrence, queue formation and dissipation,
and route diversion. As they are inter-related, any change in one component may result
in changes in others. Consequently, all these components need to be updated
continuously for the period of simulation run, which is done by dividing the whole
simulation period into a number of very small intervals and updating these components at
each interval.
Simulation approaches were utilized to replicate the operation of response
vehicles that move through traffic on freeways. The incident occurrence was simulated
from an incident generation model that used a non-homogeneous Poisson process.
Aggregate route diversion models were used along with queuing models to capture the
non-linear impact of incidents on traffic flow in the network. Total vehicle-hours in the
network was used as the performance measure to estimate the efficacy of the incident
response program.
Optimization techniques were used to design new programs efficiently and
improve existing programs by making intelligent decisions about system parameters. As
all the system parameters are not commensurable and there is no analytical expression for
system performance measures, traditional optimization techniques could not be used.
While simulation models were utilized to estimate system performance measures, a
nested partitions method was used to partition a feasible region systematically to adapt
sampling. Sampling was concentrated in the subset that was considered most promising.
The initial promising region was obtained using the idea of sample path optimization. A
load balancing heuristic technique was used to come up with an initial good design.
Subsequently, the nested partitions method and simulation models were used iteratively
to select cost-effective system parameters.
A generalized framework is developed that can be used to design new freeway
patrol programs and improve existing ones. As an example application of the proposed
tool, the case of the Hoosier Helper program in northwest Indiana was studied in details.
1 .4 Organization of the Report
The report includes six chapters. Chapter 2 presents the literature review. In
addition to discussing the work done in the past, it also highlights the contribution made
by the research. Chapter 3 discusses the details of simulation modeling that includes
incident generation, traffic simulation, replication of incident response operation, and
estimation of system performance measures. Chapter 4 presents the methodology adopted
for optimal system configuration design. It describes the framework developed
combining a load balancing algorithm, the nested partitions method, and simulation
models. Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of the research. As an example application of
the proposed methodology, the case of the Hoosier Helper program in northwest Indiana




Incident management programs to alleviate congestion have gained extensive
popularity within the framework; of Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS). Incident
detection, response, and clearance are the three basic components of incident
management. Incident detection is probably the most widely studied area in incident
management. Over the years a broad variety of algorithms have been developed to detect
incidents as quickly as possible. Some of these algorithms are the California algorithm
(Payne and Tignor, 1978) based on the shock-wave theory; Bayesian algorithm (Levin and
Krause, 1978); generalized likelihood ratio algorithm (Willsky et al., 1980); autoregressive
integrated moving average algorithm (Ahmed and Cook, 1982); the McMaster algorithm
(Persaud et al., 1990) based on the catastrophe theory; low pass filtering algorithm
(Stephanedes and Chassiakos, 1991); artificial neural network algorithms (Ritchie and
Cheu, 1993; Stephanedes and Liu, 1995); and fuzzy logic algorithms (Han and May, 1990;
Chang and Wang, 1994). These algorithms are based on traffic stream data which are
collected by loop detectors, sensors, and video cameras. However, these data collection
facilities may not be available in many places where incidents cause problem. Service
patrol programs may be the only solution as they find incidents while covering the patrol
area. Even if automatic incident detection is possible, a service patrol program can play a
major role in response and clearance operation.
Several states have adopted freeway service patrol programs to mitigate the
adverse effect of incidents. Table 2. 1 presents a list of selected freeway service patrols
operating in different states (Dutta et al., 1997; Nowlin, 1994; Morris and Lee, 1994;
Cuciti and Janson, 1995; Georgia DOT, 1996; Minnesota DOT, 1994; Texas DOT, 1997;
Hawkins, 1993). Although a significant amount of research has been conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of the freeway patrol programs, not much effort has been made
to develop a systematic framework that can be used to improve the efficiency of existing
programs and design a new program optimally. The present research is intended to fill the
gap in the current literature.
2.2 Scope for Contribution
Emergency response has been a popular area of study in the operations research
community. The past research focused on determining optimal location of depots and
assigning emergency response vehicles to these depots. A significant amount of research
has been directed towards such facility location problems. One of the earlier studies is by
Toregas et al. (1971), where a set covering problem was formulated to minimize the
number of service stations. Another notable study is by Fitzsimmons (1973) where the
deployment of ambulances was studied in order to minimize the mean response time.
Monte Carlo simulation was used to obtain the conditional mean response time and an
iterative search technique was used to find the optimal result. Some heuristic techniques
were also proposed to solve facility location problems (Daskin, 1983). There are several
other location specific applications (Plane and Hendrick, 1977; Schilling et al., 1979; and
Eaton et al., 1985). The reliability of such a system was modeled by a number of
researchers (Daskin, 1983; ReVelle and Hogan, 1989). Ball and Lin (1993) showed how
to determine simultaneously the optimal location of depots and the optimal assignment of
vehicles to each of these facilities. Each of these studies has its own merit. However, the
case of incident response is different from other emergency services such as ambulance
and fire trucks, because the incident response vehicles need to keep on patrolling in search
of incidents when they are free, while ambulances and fire trucks wait in depots for calls
when they are not responding to any emergency. Bertsimas and Ryzin (1993) studied the
case of a mobile service unit in their paper on stochastic and dynamic vehicle routing.
Their objective was to find a policy that would minimize the expected system time (wait
plus service) of the demands. What is missing in all these studies is the interaction of
response vehicles with traffic. They assumed the response vehicles to have some fixed
average speed without considering the changing traffic conditions. More importantly, the
objectives were to minimize either the waiting time or system time of incidents. As the
primary goal of incident response is to reduce the adverse effect of incidents on traffic, the
main objective in the present study would be to improve the system performance in terms
of total vehicle-hours in the system rather than minimizing the waiting time or system time
of incidents. In addition, fleet size was assumed to be pre-specified in all these studies.
However, one important decision parameter in the present study is to find the optimal fleet
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size in a new patrol program and determine whether it would be cost-effective to increase
or decrease the number of response vehicles in an existing program. Moreover, decisions
regarding a deployment schedule are also to be made.
Liu (1997) developed freeway incident prediction models and proposed a set of
guidelines for using these models so that the operation of an incident response program
can be improved. There is an inherent assumption that a Traffic Operation Center (TOC)
would have incident information and instruct response vehicles accordingly to attend an
incident site or relocate and patrol on a particular route. The incident information would
be known to the TOC, if an automatic incident detection system were already installed.
However, most freeway patrol programs operate without automatic detection.
The purpose of the simulation model used by Liu (1997) was to show the
effectiveness of incident prediction models in improving incident response operation.
Although the guidelines were prescribed for using these models for a single vehicle as well
as for multiple vehicles, results were presented only for the single vehicle case. The speed
of the response vehicle was also assumed to be constant, irrespective of prevailing traffic
conditions. Furthermore, the area of responsibility for each response vehicle was
determined simply by dividing the workload equally among them. However, this does not
guarantee the optimal assignment of area of responsibility. Other critical issues, such as
optimal fleet size, hours of operation, and areas of operation, were not addressed in Liu's
study (1997).
The study by Zografos et al. (1993) directly addressed the problem of designing
freeway incident response programs. A detailed review is therefore presented here.
Zografos et al. (1993) used a framework combining optimization and simulation
techniques to deploy incident response vehicles along a freeway corridor such that the
incident delay would be within some acceptable limit. While simulation models were used
to replicate operation of response vehicles and estimate delay due to an incident,
optimization techniques were utilized to minimize the travel time of the response vehicles.
However, no attempt was made to find how many vehicles should be deployed at different
periods of the day. Moreover, the only dispatching policies considered were the first-
come-first-served and nearest neighbor policies. The study also has some other limitations
that need to be addressed.
Route diversion was not taken into account by Zografos et al. (1993). They
considered only the traffic on freeway segments covered by response vehicles. However,
as the adjacent streets are affected by route diversion from freeway, these streets are also
to be included in the study area. In their model, the speed of the response unit was
determined by the volume-capacity (v/c) ratio prevailing just before the incident
occurrence. However, the effective v/c ratio, while the incident is active, is different than
the v/c ratio before incident occurrence. The v/c ratio should be updated at each
simulation interval and the speed should be adjusted accordingly. Average values based on
type of incident were used for incident clearance time (on-site service time). Considering
the variation involved in incident clearance, clearance times should be randomly generated
from fitted distributions rather than average values. Another important difference of the
earlier studies (Zografos et al., 1993; Nathanail and Zografos, 1995) from the present
research was that they assumed that response vehicles work from fixed bases. If there are
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no incidents to be responded, the vehicles return to their respective bases. This assumption
may be justified if there is an automatic incident detection system. However, in most
current programs response vehicles take the responsibility of detecting incidents to which
they are going to respond. Consequently, there needs to be a provision for routing
response vehicles through time-varying traffic and for these vehicles to undertake the
duties of incident detection as well as response. Next, while determining the area of
responsibility of each response unit, a mixed integer programming formulation was used.
However, a restrictive assumption was made as it was considered that the workload for
each freeway segment was concentrated at its center point. The objective function was to
minimize the travel time of the response vehicles. Ideally, the goal should be the
improvement of the system performance measure, such as total vehicle-hours in the
system, rather than minimizing the travel time of response vehicles as it does not guarantee
the best assignment of areas of responsibility. In Zografos (1993), the travel time
calculation for the response unit involved estimation of the average time needed to cover
the distance between the base and the center point of the freeway segment. This does not
account for the actual travel time, as the incident site may be anywhere on the freeway
segment. Sometimes a response vehicle has to go directly from one incident site to another
before returning to its base. This was also not considered in the estimation of travel time
for the response vehicle. Although both simulation modeling and optimization techniques
were used, no effort was made to optimize a system performance measure (such as delay)
obtained from the simulation model. An optimization model was utilized to assign the
areas of responsibility to a given fleet size in such a way that would minimize the travel
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time of response vehicles. The areas of responsibility obtained from the optimization
model were used as input variables in the simulation model to estimate the average delay.
If the estimated delay was above a threshold, the fleet size was increased by one. The
procedure was repeated until the estimated delay was below the threshold. The simulation
model was used only to make a decision about fleet size. It was not ensured that for a
given fleet size the best possible areas of responsibility were found, as no effort was made
to optimize the system performance measure obtained from the simulation model. In the
present study, an attempt is made to overcome the limitations of the previous studies.
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Table 2.1: Selected Freeway Service Patrol Programs in the United States








California Los Angeles Freeway Service
Patrol (1991)
public 1 53 tow trucks peak hours 11:1
(1994)




public 49 tow trucks peak hours N/A
California Orange County Freeway Service
Patrol (1992)
pubhe- 1 2 tow trucks peak hours N/A
California Sacramento Freeway Service
Patrol (1992)
pubhe 6 tow trucks peak hours N/A
California San Diego Freeway Service
Patrol (1993)
public 15 tow trucks peak hours N/A
Colorado Denver Mile-High Courtesy
Patrol (1992)
public 4 tow trucks,
2 pick-up trucks
peak hours 10.5:1 to 16.9:1
(1993)
Georgia Atlanta Highway Emergency
Response Operator
(1996)
public 12 pick-up trucks daytime hours N/A
Illinois Chicago Emergency Traffic
Patrol (1960)
public 3 heavy tow trucks,
36 tow trucks,
1 1 pick-up trucks
24 hours 17:1
(1990)
Maryland Baltimore Area Emergency Traffic
Patrol (1989)
public 4 tow trucks peak hours N/A
Maryland Washington Area Emergency Traffic
Patrol (1989)
public 4 tow trucks peak hours N/A
Michigan Detroit Courtesy Patrol
Program (1994)
public / private 4vans peak hours 15:1
(1996)
Minnesota Minneapolis Highway Helper
(1987)
public 7 pick-up trucks daytime hours 2.3:1
(1994)




public 8 vans daytime hours 11:1
(N/A)




public 28 pick-up trucks peak hours 26:1
(1996)





public 8 pick-up trucks daytime hours 7.6:1
(1993)
Texas Houston Motorist Assistance
Program (1986)
public / private 2 pick-up trucks,
18 vans
daytime hours 7:1 to 36:1
(1991)
Texas Houston District 12 Service
Patrol (1971)
public 1 pick-up truck nighttime hours 2:1
(1976)
Texas El Paso Texas Courtesy Patrol
(1993)
public 6 pick-up trucks daytime hours N/A
Texas Dallas Texas Courtesy Patrol
(1987)
public 1 4 pick-up trucks daytime hours N/A
Texas Fort Worth Texas Courtesy Patrol
(1973)
public 6 pick-up trucks 24 hours N/A
Texas San Antonio Texas Courtesy Patrol
(1978)
public 6 pick-up trucks 24 hours N/A
Texas Austin Texas Courtesy Patrol
(1997)










Simulation modeling was used to replicate the operation of incident response
vehicles that are moving through freeway traffic. The incident occurrence was simulated
from an incident generation model that used a non-homogeneous Poisson process.
Aggregate route diversion models were used along with queueing models to capture the
non-linear impact of incidents on traffic flow in the network. Total vehicle-hours in the
network was used as the performance measure to estimate the effectiveness of the
incident response program. The system parameters of an incident response program
include beat design, hours of operation, area of operation, fleet size, and deployment
schedule. As the system parameters are not commensurable and there is no analytical
expression for system performance measures, traditional optimization techniques could
not be used. A nested partitions method was used to optimize the performance of the
system and a load balancing heuristic technique was used to formulate an initial good
design to initiate the nested partitions method. The simulation model was used iteratively
with the partitioning approach to select an optimal design so that the system parameters
were most cost-effective.
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An explicit traffic simulation model was developed in the present study that
included route diversion. When the congestion level on a freeway is high, travelers may
switch from the freeway to adjacent parallel arterial roads. While defining the boundary
of the study area, these adjacent links should be included in the system under
consideration, as they absorb the changes in dynamic traffic conditions on freeway.
Hence, the system definition in the proposed simulation model included both the freeway
segments the response vehicles patrol and the adjacent roads. The effectiveness of the
patrol program was measured through direct system performance indicators such as total
vehicle-hours in the system. The influence of different dispatching policies of response
vehicles on the quality of service was also incorporated in the modeling process.
3.2 Need for Simulation Modeling
The occurrence of incidents is random in nature. They reduce the capacity of the
road segment and hamper the smooth flow of traffic. If the impact is too adverse,
travelers divert to alternative routes causing increased traffic volume on these routes.
Thus, the congestion spills over from the freeway to the adjacent street network.
Moreover, the impact of incidents on time-varying traffic is non-linear in nature and any
analytical expression may not be suitable for impact evaluation. Simulation approach
may be adopted to update traffic volume at desirable time intervals and replicate route
diversion if it occurs. Thus, the impact of randomly occurring incidents on time-varying
traffic may be evaluated comprehensively using a simulation model.
The incident response operation is also complex. Response vehicles patrol
assigned freeway segments and look for incidents according to a deployment schedule.
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Upon detection of an incident, a vehicle reaches the incident location and provides
assistance. If it is a major incident, arrangements are made for ambulance, towing, and
other necessary services. After the clearance of an incident, the response vehicle resumes
its normal patrol operations. Sometimes incidents are detected using automated detection
technologies and patrol vehicles are directed to the incident location from a Traffic
Operations Center (TOC). After the scheduled period of patrol is over, response vehicles
return to the depot and new vehicles take over their duties. Freeway patrol vehicles try to
clear incidents on the freeway as quickly as possible so that the adverse effect of
incidents is minimal. The operational parameters of the patrol program, such as fleet size,
hours of operations, location and size of patrol area, influence how quickly the incidents
can be removed. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the freeway service patrol
program, its operation needs to be reproduced and its contribution in reducing the impact
of incidents on traffic should be measured through a simulation model.
Although there are a number of commercially available software packages
including INTRAS, FREESIM, and INTEGRATION for freeway traffic simulation, none
of them has a provision for replicating the operation of a freeway service patrol program.
Therefore, a new simulation model had to be developed that could explicitly replicate the
operation of patrol vehicles through prevailing freeway traffic conditions. Special
attention was given to computational efficiency as the simulation tool was to be
subsequently used to estimate the effectiveness of the service patrol program for a wide
range of system parameters.
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3.3 Description of the Simulation Model
It should be noted that incident response operation is influenced by traffic flow as
incident response vehicles have to move through traffic varying with time, and their
speed is dependent on the volume level of the road links they are travelling on. On the
other hand, incidents affect traffic flow by reducing link capacity, and the degree of this
adverse impact depends on incident duration to a great extent. The response vehicles
reduce incident duration by responding to incidents as soon as possible. Thus, traffic
flow, incident duration, and response operation are inter-dependent, as shown in Figure
3.1.
A mesoscopic approach was adopted in the simulation model developed for
replicating the freeway service patrol operation. While the traffic flow was modeled in a
macroscopic level rather than keeping track of individual vehicles in the traffic stream,
the movement of the response vehicles was microscopically tracked. By aggregated
modeling of corridor traffic, the influence of traffic on the movement of response
vehicles could be sufficiently captured saving a large amount of computational time.
The simulation modeling involved replication of incident occurrence, traffic flow
in different links varying with time, response vehicle movement in their patrol areas and
incident clearance, and evaluation of the effectiveness of the response operation. There
are four major modules in the proposed simulation model, as shown in Figure 3.2. These
are: a) Incident Generation, b) Traffic Simulation, c) Simulation of Incident Response,
and d) Estimation of System Performance Measures.
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3.3.1 Incident Generation
Incidents occur as random events. The random nature of incident occurrence can
be replicated using the incident generation module. The number of incidents occurring in
a day is a non-negative integer. Counting distribution like Poisson distribution is suitable
for a random variable whose outcomes are non-negative integers (Law and Kelton, 1991).
The rate of incident occurrence varies at different times of the day. Hence, time-varying
non-homogeneous Poisson distribution was used to model incident generation. There are
other temporal effects. Different seasons of the year and days of the week influence the
rate of occurrence. In the proposed simulation model four seasons were considered:
winter, spring, summer, and fall. There is also a provision of generating incidents
occurring on a weekday and on a weekend-day separately for each season. For each
different scenario, the rates of incident occurrence at different hours of the day need to be
provided as input data.
The schematic diagram of the incident generation module is presented in Figure
3.3. The distribution of incidents in terms of link of occurrence is to be obtained from the
field data. The longitudinal location of incidents on a given link can be assumed
uniformly distributed along the entire link length. The lateral position of the incident (if it
is on a shoulder or on a lane) can also be determined from a probability distribution.
Incidents were broadly categorized into four major types: disablement, abandoned
vehicles, debris, and crashes. Distribution of type of incidents for the study area is to be
determined and entered as input data.
The degree of difficulty in clearing incidents largely depends on incident type and
incident position. For example, in-lane crashes would probably take more time to be
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cleared than debris on a shoulder. Distributions like gamma, exponential, log-normal, and
Weibull are suitable for fitting incident clearance time distributions. Depending on the
type and position of incidents, incident clearance time can be generated from fitted
distributions.
3.3.2 Traffic Simulation
Traffic simulation is an essential part of the proposed evaluation and design tool.
The effectiveness of a freeway service patrol program depends on how much it can
reduce the adverse effect of incidents on traffic. The flowchart of traffic simulation is
shown in Figure 3.4.
3.3.2.1 Capacity and Speed Change
In order to capture the time-varying nature of traffic, link volumes at each hour of
the day are entered as input data of the simulation model. Other data such as the link
capacity and the number of lanes in each direction are also needed. Incidents obstruct the
smooth flow of traffic by reducing the link capacity. The extent of capacity reduction
depends on the type and lateral location of incidents as well as the number of lanes in
each direction. The capacity reduction values obtained from a study by Sullivan (1997)
were used in the present model. These values are presented in Table 3.1. Due to capacity
reduction, the average speed on the link is also reduced. At each simulation interval the
volume-capacity (v/c) ratio on each link is estimated and the average speed on the
corresponding link is modified accordingly. The Bureau of Public Roads (BPR) link
performance functions, reported in Mannering et al. (1990), were used for speed
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calculation in the simulation model. A simulation interval of 10 seconds was used in the
study. However, there is flexibility of varying the size of the simulation interval.
3.3.2.2 Oueueing and Route Diversion
Incidents reduce roadway capacity. If the reduced capacity is less than the traffic
demand, a queue starts to form. At each simulation interval, it is checked whether queue
is formed; and if a queue is already formed, the queue length is determined according to
the traffic demand. When the volume-capacity ratio on a freeway segment is beyond a
threshold, vehicles on the freeway start to divert to alternative routes at the nearest exit.
As a result, volume levels in some freeway segments and adjacent arterials change. After
the incident is cleared and original capacity is restored, the queue begins to dissipate.
After the queue is dissipated, traffic volumes on affected links are readjusted and original
traffic flow levels are restored.
Travelers on the freeway divert to alternate routes when they perceive that they
can save travel time by using alternative routes. Often such perception is triggered by the
stop-and-go condition on the freeway. If no highway advisory system exists, which is the
case for many response programs, travelers rely on their perception about the congestion
level to make decision regarding route diversion. Since v/c ratio is a good indicator of the
level of congestion, it was used to model route diversion. A v/c ratio of 1.3 was used to
represent this stop-and-go condition on the freeway and subsequently used as the
threshold value for initiating route diversion. A v/c ratio of 2.0 represents jam density.
Hence, it was assumed that all the vehicles would divert from the freeway at the link v/c
ratio of 2.0 or above. A linear interpolation was used to calculate the percentage of traffic
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diverting from the freeway when the v/c ratio is between 1.3 and 2.0. The diverted traffic
was distributed among alternative routes in proportion to the capacity of the entry links of
these routes. Diverted traffic was routed back to the freeway after bypassing the
congested link or links.
3.3.2.3 Volume Change
When traffic diverts from the freeway, the volume level on the freeway goes
down and volumes on parallel routes go up. However, the change in volume level is not
observed simultaneously on all the links. After bypassing the incident, diverted traffic
would like to come back to the freeway. It was assumed that diverted traffic would be
able to return to the freeway within two interchanges following the incident site. The road
segments located further from the incident site experience the change in volume level
later than those located nearer to the incident site. After the incident is cleared and the
queue is dissipated (if formed), volume levels on affected freeway segments and
alternative routes return to their original values. Again the volume levels on road
segments located further from the incident site return to their original values later than
those on segments located nearer to the incident site. There is a time lag for each of the
links that determines how long after the incident occurrence the effect would be observed
on a link or how long after the incident clearance the effect on it would disappear. These
values depend on the location of the links relative to the incident site and may be
estimated from the average travel time from the entry point of the link on which the
incident is located to the entry point of the affected link. At each simulation interval, it is
checked whether the incident and queue (if any) are present and the volume level on each
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segment is adjusted accordingly. Apart from route diversion, the volume levels are also
changed as per the regular hourly variation in traffic demand.
3.3.3 Simulation of Incident Response Operation
The schematic diagram for incident response operations is presented in Figure
3.5. While the response vehicles are off-duty, they stay at a depot. Following a schedule,
these vehicles are deployed in their respective patrol areas. The patrol routes and the
deployment schedule can be modified by changing the input data files. Response vehicles
patrol the assigned freeway segments and look for incidents. In addition to visual
detection by response vehicles, sometimes incidents are detected using automated
detection technologies. There are provisions for both types of detection in the incident
detection sub-module of the simulation model.
3.3.3.1 Movement of Incident Response Vehicles
After detecting an incident, a response vehicle tries to reach the incident location.
If an incident is detected on the other side of the freeway, the response vehicle makes a
turn-around from the nearest exit ahead, if such a policy is allowed. The position of the
response vehicle is updated in each simulation interval according to the link speed in that
interval on which it is traveling. On a very congested freeway segment, it may travel on
the shoulder to reach the incident quickly, if the geometry permits. If the response vehicle
is currently attending an incident, the new incident waits to be served later. It was
assumed that alternative arrangements would be made if the new incident had to wait for
a long time. On the basis of the experiences from the Hoosier Helper freeway patrol
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program in northwest Indiana, it was decided that travelers would make their own
arrangements for assistance rather than relying on the freeway patrol if they wait more
than 30 minutes on the average. This waiting period may vary from location to location
and may be adjusted by consulting local transportation agencies. When there is more than
one incident waiting to be cleared by a response vehicle, a priority list can be made as per
the severity of incidents; and the response vehicle is sent to the incident location
following a particular dispatching policy. The severity of an incident depends on the type
and lateral location of the incident. For example, an in-lane crash is more severe than a
disablement on a shoulder and can be served earlier. The priority list used in the present
study is shown in Table 3.2.
3.3.3.2 Dispatching Policies
When incidents are detected visually by patrol vehicles, the range of detection is
limited to the sight distance of the vehicles, and incident information in the rest of the
area is not available. The following dispatching policies were considered for a visual
detection system:
• Policy A : First Reached First Served without Crossing to the Other Side
According to this policy, the vehicle always follows its pre-specified patrol route.
Even if it detects an incident on the other side, it does not turn back before reaching its
pre-specified exit for tum-around. It clears incidents in the order it reaches them in its
patrol route.
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• Policy B : First Reached First Served with Crossing to the Other Side
This is a modified version of policy A. Unlike policy A, the response vehicle turns
back from the nearest exit ahead if it detects an incident on the other direction of travel.
• Policy C : Most Severe First
According to this policy, the most severe incident among all the incidents detected is
served first. The severity level can be determined according to the type and location of
incidents, as presented in Table 3.2. In order to clear the major incident quickly, this
policy allows turning around, as well as crossing a relatively less severe incident without
assisting it.
In all of three policies, the response vehicle resumes its normal patrol operation after
clearing all the incidents waiting for response.
When automated detection technologies are used, incident information in the entire
patrol area is available in a Traffic Operations Center (TOC). Depending on traffic
conditions, approximate time required by different response vehicles to reach different
incident locations can be estimated at the TOC. This information can then be used to
modify dispatching policies.
• Policy D : Most Severe with Minimum Time to Respond First with Vehicle Patrolling
According to this policy, the most severe incident is served first. In case of a tie in
terms of severity, the one that takes less time to be reached is attended first. The response
vehicle resumes its normal patrol operations after clearing the incident.
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• Policy E : Most Severe with Minimum Time to Respond First with Vehicle Waiting
on Shoulder
The incident to be attended first is determined in the same way as in policy D.
However, the major difference in this policy is that response vehicles do not patrol along
the freeway, rather they wait on the shoulder near the center of their assigned service
areas. The incidents are detected by an automated system. Upon detection of incidents,
response vehicles are directed from the TOC regarding which incident is to be responded
immediately. After clearing incidents, a response vehicle returns to its original location
on the shoulder.
When a vehicle's scheduled time of operation is over, it returns to the depot from
its patrol area and vehicles with a new crew take over the response operation duties.
3.3.4 Estimation of System Performance Measure
The schematic diagram for the estimation of a system performance measure is
presented in Figure 3.6. In the present simulation model total vehicle-hours in the system
was used as the performance measure. Total vehicle-hours in the system includes time
spent by all the vehicles in the study area while traveling as well as while waiting in a
queue. This parameter can also be referred to as system-wide travel time. In the absence
of a freeway patrol program, it would take more time to clear incidents. As a result, total
vehicle-hours in the study area would be higher. The reduction in total vehicle-hours due
to the freeway service patrol program can be perceived as its effectiveness.
At the beginning of simulation, total vehicle-hours in the system is initialized to
zero for all the links in the study area. At the end of each simulation interval,
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performance statistics are collected. For each link, vehicle-hours in the current interval is
calculated and it is added to the previous value to obtain the cumulative vehicle-hours on
that link. It is also checked at the end of each simulation interval whether there is any
queue present on that link. If a queue is present, the queue length and the delay in the
queue are calculated and added to the total vehicle-hours on that link. At the end of each
simulation interval, the simulation clock is moved. After the desired simulation time is
over, the cumulative vehicle-hours for all the links are added to obtain total vehicle-hours
in the system.
3.4 Case Study : Hoosier Helper Program
The simulation model, developed in the present study, is a generalized tool that
can be used to replicate the operation of a freeway service patrol and measure its
effectiveness. As an example application of the proposed simulation model, the case of
the Hoosier Helper patrol program in northwest Indiana is presented. The Hoosier Helper
program is a roving freeway service patrol program that started on August 30, 1991. The
program, supported by the Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT), deploys at
least two vehicles in service 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It was expanded to 24-
hour operation on Memorial Day weekend, 1996. Prior to that, the program provided
motorist assistance between the hours of 6:00 AM and 8:30 PM. Hoosier Helper crews
regularly patrol a sixteen-mile stretch of the six-lane Interstate 80-94 freeway near Gary,
commonly known as the Borman Expressway, seeking and responding to incidents. The
Borman Expressway runs from the Indiana-Illinois border to the Interstate 90
interchange. In addition, during peak travel periods, the program's crews cover a portion
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of the four-lane Interstate 65 freeway from U.S. Highway 30 in Merrillville to U.S.
Highway 20 in Gary, close to the Interstate 90 interchange. The map of the patrol area is
presented in Figure 3.7. Currently, three response vehicles are deployed in the peak
period (from 6:00 AM to 10:00 AM and from 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM). During the off-peak
period (from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM and from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM) two response
vehicles patrol the Borman Expressway. 1-65 is not covered during this period. Also
during the night-time operation (from 10:00 PM to 6:00 AM) two response vehicles are
deployed and 1-65 is not covered. Examples of motorist assists, provided free of charge
by the program, include supplying fuel, changing flat tires, calling private tow truck
operators, and furnishing support at crash sites.
3.4.1 Validation of Incident Generation Model
Hoosier Helper patrolmen maintain a daily activity log documenting all assists
made. At the conclusion of an assist, a patrolman will record the following information
regarding the incident: Hoosier Helper arrival time, road, direction of travel, mile marker,
state and license plate number of vehicle assisted, type of vehicle assisted, lateral location
of incident, services rendered, and Hoosier Helper departure time. The incident
information based on records of motorist assists, collected by INDOT during the period
from August 1991 to December 1996, was used to obtain distribution of incidents by time
of year and type of incident. The average hourly incident rate was used to generate
incidents in each hour. The Poisson distribution, where the mean was the average hourly
incident rate, was used to determine the number of incidents occurring in each hour, as it
was considered well suited to generate non-negative integers. Statistical tests were
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conducted to determine the goodness of fit. As an example, the plot of observed and
theoretical (calculated based on fitted Poisson distribution) frequencies of incidents in a
particular hour (8AM-9AM) on fall weekdays of 1996 is presented in Figure 3.8. The
goodness of fit was found significant at 99% confidence level (test statistic = 10.90,
critical value = 15.09). For each hour, probability values for the occurrence of different
types of incidents were calculated from the collected incident data. A random number
was generated from a uniform distribution with a range of to 1 that was subsequently
used to determine the incident type depending on the cumulative probability values for
the occurrence of different types of incidents. Hourly incident rates and probabilities of
occurrence of different types of incidents in each hour were used in the simulation model.
These data were aggregated to obtain daily incident rates and percentages of different
types of incidents, as shown in Table 3.3, for the sake of the brevity of presentation.
Appropriate distributions for incident clearance times were also generated on a
disaggregated basis using the same database. Table 3.4 presents a statistical summary of
clearance times by type and location. Several distributions were fitted depending on type,
location, and time of occurrence of incident, as summarized in Table 3.5.
The incident generation model was validated using the chi-square test by
comparing simulated and observed incidents. Simulated and observed incidents occurring
at different hours for weekdays as well as weekends in each of the four different seasons
were compared, and the match between simulated and observed incidents was found
statistically significant for all scenarios. As an example, simulated and observed incidents
on summer weekdays were plotted in Figure 3.9. It can be observed that the pattern of
simulated incidents closely resembled that of observed incidents in the study area. The
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resemblance was found significant at 99% confidence level (test statistic = 33.2, critical
value = 41.64).
3.4.2 Validation of Traffic Simulation Model
Information on the deployment schedule and routing of the Hoosier Helper
program was collected. Traffic volume and link geometry data for the study network
were obtained from INDOT. For each link, the hourly volume, length, capacity, and
number of lanes were entered as input data. Currently, patrol vehicles detect incidents
visually and respond following the dispatching policy B, as mentioned in Section 3.3.3.2.
The automated detection system is in the process of being installed. Hence, the possibility
of adopting other policies was explored in the present study.
The traffic simulation model was validated by comparing the volume and speed
data obtained from the simulation model with the field data using the chi-square test. For
example, the hourly volume data obtained from the simulation model for two specific
links on the Borman Expressway and 1-65 were plotted against the hourly volume data
collected by INDOT on these links. It can be seen from Figures 3.10 and 3.11 that the
hourly volume data obtained from the simulation model were close to the field data. The
match was found significant at 99% confidence level (test statistic for Borman data =
0.1129, test statistic for 1-65 data = 0.2156, critical value = 41.64). Similarly, the average
speed data obtained from the simulation model were plotted against the speed data
collected on a segment of the Borman Expressway as shown in Figure 3.12. It can be
observed that the simulated data and the field data had much similarity that was found
significant at 99% confidence level (test statistic = 6.45, critical value = 41.64). While the
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overall matching was very close, there were differences during certain hours of the day.
For example, the simulated speed was higher than the observed speed during the night,
while the reverse was observed during the day, especially in the morning and afternoon
peak periods. The apparent discrepancy can be explained by the fact that while the
percentage of truck traffic on the Borman Expressway is high compared to other
freeways, the percentage is much higher during the night hours. As the truck speed limit
is 5 mph less than that for automobiles, a high percentage of trucks would make the
observed speed values less than the simulated data, because the trucks were not
separately considered in the simulation.
3.4.3 Diagnostic Tests for Simulation of Incident Response
The input data for the proposed model were customized to simulate the operation
of the Hoosier Helper program. To test how well the incident response system was being
represented, the simulated incident clearance time was compared with the clearance time
of all types of incidents on the Borman Expressway and 1-65, as recorded in the Hoosier
Helper logbook during the period from August 1991 to December 1996. As shown in
Figure 3.13, there was a close resemblance between the simulated data and field data on
the clearance time at 99% confidence level (test statistic = 2.07, critical value = 20.09). In
addition, a set of diagnostics was utilized to do consistency checks. For example, it was
tested whether the response vehicle was taking a reasonable amount of time to cover its
patrol area. The time to complete a loop as obtained from the simulation model was
compared with the sum of average link travel times for all the links on the loop. It was
also checked whether any of the links register a negative volume at any point in time. A
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negative value would indicate a potential problem in the volume-updating module.
Another test was made to see if a response vehicle was returning to its depot on time after
its scheduled period of operation. The implementation of each of the five dispatching
policies was verified by introducing incidents of different severity levels at various
locations and checking the relative order in which they were responded. The queue
formation and dissipation, as well as route diversion, were also studied by introducing
severe incidents during the peak hours and taking snap shots of hourly volume, speed,
and queue length at different points of time.
3.4.4 Performance Measure
After the simulation model was validated and diagnostic tests were performed,
total vehicle-hours in the system was estimated with and without the Hoosier Helper
response vehicles operating. The savings in total vehicle-hours in the system due to the
freeway patrol program were used as the measure of effectiveness of the program.
3.5 Chapter Conclusions
In this chapter a simulation model was presented that can be used to measure the
effectiveness of a freeway service patrol program. Even if one does not have the
flexibility of changing existing resource levels for a patrol program, possibilities of
further improvement under different deployment schedules, beat designs, and dispatching
policies may be explored. The primary input data needed to run the simulation model
include network data, traffic data, incident data, and patrol program data containing
information regarding deployment schedule and routing. The proposed model runs
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relatively fast. For example, in a Sun (Ultra Sparc 1) Workstation it took 50 minutes on
the average to simulate the operation of the Hoosier Helper program for 20 days on a
study network with 38 nodes and 120 links.
The performance of a freeway patrol program can be improved by changing
system parameters such as fleet size, hours of operations, area of operation, routing
schemes, and dispatching policies. A systematic procedure can be developed that would
optimally design a freeway patrol program using the results from the proposed simulation
model. A detailed description of this procedure is presented in the following chapters.
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Table 3.1: Percent Roadway Capacity Remaining for Different Incident Characteristics
Incident Type Lateral Location
of Incident
Number ofLanes
2 Lanes in Each
Direction
3 Lanes in Each
Direction
Crashes and Debris Shoulder 81 83




1 Lane Blocked 42 57
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Table 3.2: Priority Ranking of Incidents According to Severity
Incident Type Lateral Location
of Incident
Priority Ranking
Crashes and Debris Lane 1
Abandoned Vehicles and Disablement Lane 2
Crashes and Debris Shoulder 3
Abandoned Vehicles and Disablement Shoulder 4
Note: - Incident with priority ranking one should be served first
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Table 3.3: Distribution ofHoosier Helper Assisted Incidents by Time of Year






















42.2 70.7 14.4 7.8 7.1
Summer /
Weekend
31.2 75.2 13.7 3.7 7.4
Fall/
Weekday
37.1 66.0 19.8 6.5 7.7
Fall/
Weekend
33.9 73.2 18.1 4.9 3.8
Winter /
Weekday
32.4 68.4 18.4 4.0 9.2
Winter /
Weekend
34.1 65.0 14.9 4.6 15.5
Total 36.9 69.6 16.8 6.1 7.5
Interstate 65 Summer /
Weekday
6.9 70.8 16.9 4.0 8.3
Summer /
Weekend
3.8 66.3 22.8 4.0 6.9
Fall/
Weekday
4.1 67.8 20.2 2.6 9.4
Fall/
Weekend
2.9 74.7 13.3 12.0
Winter /
Weekday
4.1 66.7 20.0 13.3
Winter /
Weekend
3.6 68.7 18.8 3.1 9.4
Total 4.7 69.4 18.4 3.0 9.2
Note: - Incident rate classification was based on 8,913 observations
- Incident type classification was based on 8,814 observations
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Table 3.4: Clearance Time of Incidents Assisted by the Hoosier Helper Program


























Note: - All mean and standard deviation values are in minutes
- The number of observations per category is given in parentheses
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Table 3.5: Fitted Distributions for Clearance Time of Incidents Assisted































































































































































































































































































































































































- Shift parameter is added to the clearance time generated from fitted distributions.
- P-value indicates the goodness of fit. Lower the p-value, higher is the goodness of fit.
- The probability density functions (f(x)) of different distributions are given below:









Weibull: f(x) = pax(a~VPx(X


















Figure 3.2: Overview of the Simulation Model
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Temporal Effect
- Different seasons of the year
- Different days of the week
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- Different hours of the day
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Figure 3.3: Simulation of Incident Generation
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of Operation of Incident Response Vehicles
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At the beginning of simulation,
initialize vehicle-hours to zero for all
links in the network
Response operation continues


















for all links to obtain total
vehicle-hours in the system
Figure 3.6: Estimation of System Performance Measure
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Routes of the Service Patrol
:
Along 1-80/94 from Illinois State Line to 1-90 Interchange and Along 1-65 from US-30 to
US-20 (close to 1-90 interchange)
Figure 3.7: Map of the Hoosier Helper Patrol Area
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Figure 3.8: Comparison of Observed and Theoretical Frequencies of Incidents occurring
in a Particular Hour (8AM-9AM) in the Study Area on Fall Weekdays
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of Simulated and Observed Hourly Volumes on the Westbound
Link on the Borman Expressway from Kennedy Avenue to Indianapolis Boulevard
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of Simulated and Observed Hourly Volumes on the Northbound
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of Simulated and Observed Speeds at Different Hours on the
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of Simulated and Observed Incident Clearance Times
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY FOR OPTIMAL SYSTEM DESIGN
4.1 Introduction
The simulation model discussed in Chapter 3 was used to replicate the operation
of incident response vehicles through freeway traffic and to incorporate the non-linear
impacts of incidents. In order to determine the cost-effective design of an incident
response system, a trial-and-error approach could be taken. A sensitivity analysis could
be done by changing the parameters of the incident response system, such as fleet size,
hours of operation, area of operation, dispatching policies, and routing schemes, in the
simulation model and estimating the performance measures. Although such a trial-and-
error method may produce a good system design, there is no certainty that the design will
be optimal. Moreover, even finding a good design may be very cumbersome, especially
when the number and size of decision variables are fairly large, which is the case for
most of the existing incident response programs in the United States. Thus, there is a




Total vehicle-hours, which is the total time spent by all the vehicles in the study
network for the given duration of time, was used as the performance measure of the
incident response system. One would like to design system parameters such as fleet size,
hours of operation, area of operation, dispatching policies, and routing schemes so that
the total vehicle-hours is minimized. However, there is no closed-form expression
available that can be used to estimate the total vehicle-hours in terms of system
parameters. Moreover, the system parameters are not commensurable. Hence, traditional
mathematical programming techniques, such as linear programming or integer
programming, cannot be directly used. Simulation is the only reasonable way to estimate
performance measures with acceptable accuracy and without restrictive assumptions.
Therefore, the methodology developed for optimal system design used techniques that
involve optimization through simulation.
4.3 Optimization through Simulation
Simulation based optimization is an area that has attracted many researchers. A
number of methods have been developed to address such problems. These methods can
be divided into six major categories (Carson and Maria, 1997):
a) Gradient Based Search Methods






Gradient based search methods estimate the response function gradient to assess the
shape of the objective function and employ deterministic mathematical programming
techniques. Frequently used gradient based search methods are finite differences
(Azadivar, 1992), likelihood ratios (Glynn, 1989), perturbation analysis (Ho and Cao,
1991), and frequency domain method (Morrice and Schruben, 1989). In response surface
methodology, a series of regression models are fitted to the output variables of a
simulation model by evaluating it at several values of the input variables and optimizing
the resulting regression function (Daugherty and Turnquist, 1980; Donohue et al., 1990).
These methods are primarily intended for continuous decision variables. Unfortunately,
the parameters for the incident response system are discrete in nature. Hence, these
methods may not be suitable. Statistical methods including ranking and selection (Gupta
and Panchapakesan, 1979), and multiple comparison with the best (Hsu and Nelson,
1988) can be used when one may like to choose the best system from a finite number of
alternatives. The disadvantage of these methods is that the quality of the solution depends
on the set of alternatives chosen. Choosing a good set of alternatives might not be an easy
task, especially when the number and size of decision variables are fairly large.
Heuristic methods, such as genetic algorithm (Goldberg, 1989), evolutionary
strategies (Schwefel, 1995), simulated annealing (Fleischer, 1995) and tabu search
(Glover, 1989 & 1990), are well-established techniques for direct global search. On the
other hand, The A-team (asynchronous team) method is a relatively new method that
combines various problem-solving strategies so that they can interact synergistically (De
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Souza and Talukdar, 1991; Hall and Bowden, 1996). Stochastic optimization methods
find the optimal objective function whose values are not known analytically but can be
estimated or measured. Some of the notable discrete optimization techniques are the
stochastic ruler method (Yan and Mukai, 1992), the stochastic comparison method (Gong
et al., 1992), and the method of Andradottir (1995). In each of these stochastic
optimization methods, a Markov chain is constructed and almost sure convergence is
proved by analyzing the stationary distribution of the Markov chain.
Heuristic methods, as well as discrete stochastic optimization methods, are proven
robust techniques. However, they are computationally intensive as many iterations are
required to attain the convergence. Parallel computing may be a solution (Fu, 1994). The
nested partitions method developed by Shi and Olafsson (1997) is highly compatible with
parallel computing. Moreover, the partitioning technique implicitly imposes a structure
on the feasible region that can increase the efficiency of the method to a great extent. The
nested partitions method divides the solution space into a number of sub-regions and
concentrates the search in the sub-regions where good solutions are clustered. As there is
no need to search in the entire solution space with the same intensity as in the sub-regions
containing the good solutions, the number of iterations to find the optimal solution is
reduced considerably (Shi and Olafsson, 1998). Hence, the nested partitions method was
used to take advantage ofthe computational efficiency.
4.4 Nested Partitions Method
In the mathematical notation the problem can be stated as follows. Given a finite
feasible region and a performance function J: —» R, solve
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min J(0), V 9 g 0.
For any feasible point e 0, J(9) cannot be evaluated analytically. Often J(9) is an
expectation of a random estimate of the performance of a stochastic system. Given a
parameter G, it can be expressed as
J(G) = E[L(9)],
where L(G) is a random variable that depends on the parameter 0. It is assumed that L(6)
can be estimated using simulation.
4.4. 1 Methodology
The basic idea behind the nested partitions method is to sample adaptively from
the feasible region (Shi and Olafsson, 1997). The feasible region is partitioned
systematically to adapt the sampling and the sampling is concentrated in the subset that is
considered the most promising. If the location of a region, where good solutions lie, is
known a priori, the search is started from there in the first iteration; otherwise the entire
feasible region o(0) = is taken as the most promising region. Suppose there is a region
a(k) c that is considered most promising in the k-th iteration. a(k) is partitioned into
Mc(k) sub-regions, where M^) may depend on the subset o(k) but not on the iteration
number k. The remaining portion of the feasible region, \ o(k), is aggregated into one
region called the surrounding region. At the k-th iteration (Mo(k)+ 1), mutually exclusive
subsets are considered that cover the entire feasible region. Samples are taken from each
of these sub-regions and are used to estimate the promising index for each region. This
index determines which subset becomes the most promising region in the next iteration.
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If one of the Ma(k) sub-regions is found to be the best, this sub-region becomes the most
promising region. If the surrounding region is found to be the best, the method backtracks
to the surrounding region and this becomes the new most promising region. The new
most promising region is partitioned and sampled in a similar fashion. This generates a
sequence of set partitions with each partition nested within the last. The partitioning is
continued until eventually all the points in the feasible region correspond to a singleton
region that cannot be partitioned further. The subset with the best promising index at this
point generates the optimal solution.
4.4.2 Algorithm
The nested partitioning algorithm is described as follows.
Step 1 . Partitioning
Partition the most promising region c(k) into M^ sub-regions Oi(k), G2(k), ...,
c*Ma(k)(k), and aggregate the surrounding region \ a(k) into one region aM<j(k)+i(k). The
number Mo^ may depend on the region a(k), but not on the iteration number k.
Step 2. Random Sampling





from each of the subsets oj(k), and
calculate the corresponding sample performance values,
L(V\ L(&\ ..., L(#Nj), j = 1,2,..., Mooo+1.
The only requirement in the random sampling procedure is that each point in the subset
should have a positive probability of being selected. Again the number Nj may depend on
the region a(k), but not on the iteration number k.
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Step 3. Estimating the Promising Index
The promising index of the sub-region oj can be estimated as
I(Cj)= min L(0Ji),j=l,2, ....Mooo+l.
J
ie{U,...,Nj}
It should be noted that very accurate estimate of the promising index is not critical as
only the ordinal values affect how the algorithm proceeds. If the sub-region Oj» contains
the true global optimum, then it is sufficient that
i(o.*)<i(Oj),Vj*j*.
If the above inequality holds, then the correct sub-region is identified.
Step 4. Backtracking
Select the index of the sub-region with the best promising index at the k-th
iteration as
jk e arg min I(<Sj).
j=U.,...,M CT(k)+i
If more than one region is equally promising, break the tie arbitrarily. If the index
corresponds to a sub-region of a(k), then this sub-region would be the most promising
region in the next iteration. Otherwise, if the index corresponds to the surrounding region,
backtrack to the super-region of the current most promising region. The super-region or
the parent region of the current most promising region is the region from which the
current most promising region was created by partitioning in the previous iteration and
thus has depth one less than the current most promising region. Mathematically the




(k), if jk < M CT(k) +
1
= s(o(k)), otherwise,
where a(k) and a(k+l) are the most promising regions in the k-th and (k+l)-th iterations
respectively and s(a(k)) is super-region of the region a(k).
4.4.3 Example
To illustrate the procedure the example given by Shi and Olafsson (1997) can be
presented. Let us consider a feasible region that consists of eight points Go = © = {1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8}. As can be observed from Figure 4.1, the most promising region is
partitioned into two disjoint subsets (i.e. M = 2) in each iteration. At the first iteration, Co
is the most promising region and its sub-regions ai = {1, 2, 3, 4} and 02 = {5, 6, 7, 8} are
sampled. If the promising index of C\ is better than that of 02, then select Oi as the most
promising region in the second iteration and further partition it to obtain 03 = {1, 2} and
g4 = {3, 4}. In the second iteration, G3, G4, and the surrounding region, (0 \ Gi) = 02, are
sampled. If the promising index of 03 is the best, select 03 to be the most promising
region in the third iteration and partition it further into another two sub-regions to obtain
G7 = {1} and a? = {2}. On the other hand, if the promising index of the surrounding
region, \ ai, is the best, backtrack to Go, which is the super-region of (Ji. Now assuming
that G3 being the most promising region, G7, Gg, and the surrounding region, Go \ G3, are
sampled. If the promising index of G7 is the best, select G7 as the most promising region.
If the promising index of the surrounding region, Go \ G3, is the best, backtrack to Gi,
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which is the super-region of G3. The procedure is continued until a most promising region
is reached that is singleton (such as 07) and hence cannot be partitioned further.
4.4.4 Issues and Features
The nested partitions method is a generalized method; no assumption is needed
(Shi and Olafsson, 1997). Moreover, there is the flexibility of implementing both generic
and knowledge-based partitioning. The knowledge-based partitioning technique may be
implemented if good solutions tend to be clustered together for a given partitioning and
some idea can be made about it beforehand. Then this particular sub-region in the
solution space can be used as the initial promising region from where the search can be
started. If such a partitioning does not exist or a previous idea about it cannot be made,
then the generic partitioning is implemented. In that case, the entire solution space is
treated as the initial promising region and the search is started from there. The other two
important issues are convergence and efficiency. Shi and Olafsson (1998) proved that the
nested partitions method converges with probability 1 to a global optimum. They also
showed that the method generates high quality solutions reasonably fast.
4.5 Finding Initial Promising Region
As mentioned earlier, the efficiency of the nested partitions method increases to a
great extent if a region can be found beforehand where good solutions tend to cluster
together. Finding optimal beats is a challenging part of the design of an incident response
system, as the number of possible sets of beats is numerous. However, a good beat design
can be obtained by balancing the workload among the beats. Workload balancing ensures
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that all the response vehicles are kept more or less equally busy, which in turn reduces
the average response time to an incident (Larson and Odoni, 1981). The idea is to divide
the patrol area into a number of beats in such a way that minimizes the difference of
workload among all the beats. The workload can be estimated by summing up the
incident clearance time of all the incidents occurring on the freeway segments being
covered by the patrol program, and a load balancing algorithm can be used to obtain the
beat design.
As incidents are random events, the beat design would vary with the incident
occurrence pattern. In order to incorporate this randomness in beat design, a concept from
sample path optimization (Healy and Schruben, 1991) was used. The idea is to generate
incidents randomly for several times with different initial seed points and design beats for
each set of incidents, and check if any particular beat design is occurring more frequently
than the others. If such a beat design is found, it can be used as the initial promising
region. It may so happen that multiple beat designs are found that occur more frequently
than the others rather than a single beat design. In such a case, the common features
among the most frequently obtained beat designs can be found and a beat design
incorporating these common features can be considered as the initial promising region.
4.6 Load Balancing Algorithm
A load balancing algorithm was developed in the present study based on the work
by Bodin and Levy (1991). They proposed an algorithm that divides the network into a
number of sets of links so that the sum of link costs in each set is close to each other. The
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algorithm was modified in the present study to enhance the scope of the search for
balanced sets of links.
Let us assume that the freeway network has to be divided into N beats. Beats may
be referred to as partitions. Each interchange can be treated as a node in the network. Let
the freeway segment starting from interchange i to interchange j be denoted as arc (i, j). It
should be noted that freeway segments between the same two interchanges with opposite
directions of travel should be considered as separate arcs or links. Let t(i, j) be the total
incident clearance time for all the incidents on the link (i, j) in a given duration and P be




Let Q be a particular partitioning of the network such that the workload of each partition,
p, lies between the lower bound t and upper bound T, i.e. t <W(p) < T, p = 1, 2, ..., N.
In such a case, the partitioning Q would be called balanced. If the partitioning is not
balanced, then at least one partition, p, has a workload which is either less than t or higher
than T. Let PEN(Q) be the total penalty of violating the workload bounds over all the
partitions in Q and be defined as follows:
N N
PEN(Q) = U. £ max(W(p)-T, 0) + L. £ max(t-W(p), 0),
p=l p=l
where U and L are the penalty per unit time for violating the upper and lower bound,
respectively. For a balanced partitioning Q, the penalty PEN(Q) = 0. However, many
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times it may not be possible to obtain such partitioning. In such cases, the objective
should be to get a partitioning Q such that PEN(Q) is minimized.
The partitioning should be made in such a way that the following two conditions
should hold:
a) Each link in the freeway network should be assigned to one and only one partition
(beat).
b) The pair of links between two interchanges representing freeway segments carrying
traffic in both directions should be in the same partition (beat).
Also consideration should be given so that all the links in a beat are contiguous and the
incident response vehicle can cover all of them in a loop without patrolling any of them
more than once. In other words, a beat should preferably be an Euler cycle. The necessary
and sufficient conditions for an Euler cycle to exist are that every node be of even degree
(Euler, 1953). Fortunately, the nodes (interchanges) in a freeway network are of even
degree as freeway segments carrying traffic in two directions are treated as two separate
links.
The load balancing algorithm divides the links (arcs) in a freeway network into a
set of beats (partitions) of approximately equal workload. It involves four major steps as
follows:
a) Initial Seed Point Determination
b) Partitioning
c) Balancing
d) Updated Seed Point Determination
The overall schematic diagram of the load balancing algorithm is presented in Figure 4.2.
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4.6.1 Initial Seed Point Determination
Each beat consists of a few nodes and links. At first, a node is selected for each of
the beats, and other nodes and links are added to it subsequently to complete the beat
design. The node selected first for each beat is called a seed point. Initially, the seed point
for the first beat is chosen arbitrarily, i.e. any freeway interchange in the network can be
selected as the initial seed point for the first beat. The initial seed point for the next beat
is chosen as the node that maximizes its shortest path distance from the first seed point.
All the subsequent seed point selections (up to N) are made such that the minimum of
their shortest path distances to all previously chosen seed points are maximized.
A fictitious node called supernode is added to the network. A pair of fictitious
links for each seed node (called root arcs of the partition) that connect each seed point to
the supernode is also added. The workload on these links can be assumed to be zero. The
addition of a supernode and root arcs converts the problem to an arc oriented location
routing problem with one depot (Levy and Bodin, 1989), as beats would be built out of
every root-arc pair. The steps involved in the determination of the initial seed point are
summarized in Figure 4.3.
4.6.2 Partitioning
The partitioning step assigns each pair of links in the network to a partition (beat).
All partitions are built simultaneously. At any point in this step, the partition with the
least amount of workload assigned to it so far becomes the next candidate partition for
expansion. The pair of links added to this partition is the pair with the highest workload
that is adjacent to one of the nodes already in the partition. Thus, each partition is
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guaranteed to remain connected and the difference between the partitions with the highest
and lowest workload is kept as small as possible. The schematic diagram for partitioning
is presented in Figure 4.4.
4.6.3 Balancing
The partitions created by the partitioning step may not be balanced. The balancing
step tries to move the link pairs between partitions in order to bring the workload all the
partitions between t and T while maintaining the connectivity. Different types of swaps
are used to interchange pairs of links between partitions. It can be a multiple arc pah-
swap or a single arc pair swap. Multiple arc pair swaps include multiple leaf swaps as
well as branch swaps, while single arc pair swaps include single leaf swaps as well as
cycle swaps. Examples of multiple leaf swap, branch swap, single leaf swap, and cycle
swap are presented in Figures 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 respectively. Implementation of a
particular type of swap depends on the configuration of the partitions in the network. A
detailed description of these swaps is presented in Levy and Bodin (1989).
While multiple arc pair swaps attempt to make large improvements by moving
several pairs of links from one partition to another, single arc pair swaps make smaller
improvements by moving only a single pair of links. Both types of swaps are used
sequentially as shown in Figure 4.9. The partition with the highest penalty is chosen first
for swapping. All the potential swaps of a particular type (multiple arc pair swap or single
arc pair swap) that further reduce the penalty are investigated and finally the one that
reduces the penalty by the highest amount is implemented. The procedure is repeated
until all the potential improving swaps are exhausted. The common steps involved in both
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types of swaps are described in the schematic diagram presented in Figure 4.10. The use
of a multiple leaf swap and a branch swap in a multiple arc pair swap and the use of a
single leaf swap and a cycle swap in a single arc pair swap are presented in Figures 4. 1
1
and 4. 12, respectively.
4.6.4 Updated Seed Point Determination
If the partitions after the balancing step are not satisfactorily balanced, a new set
of seed points are generated. The new seed point for a partition is chosen such that the
maximum of its shortest path distances to all other nodes in the same partition is
minimized. However, there are two restrictions in choosing the new seed point. They are
as follows:
a) No two partitions can have the same node as the seed point.
b) A new seed point of one partition may not be the seed point of another partition in the
previous iteration.
The steps involved in the determination of an updated seed point are shown in Figure
4.13. After the new seed points are obtained, the partitioning and balancing steps are
followed. The entire process is repeated, as shown in Figure 4.2, until all possible seed
points are exhausted. Finally, the best set of partitions obtained is chosen as the good beat
design that would be subsequently used as the initial promising region in the nested
partitions method described in Section 4.4.
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4.7 Overall Framework for Designing Incident Response System
The simulation model, developed to replicate the operation of incident response
vehicles, is described in Chapter 3. The nested partitions method for optimization through
simulation and a load balancing algorithm for finding the initial promising region are
discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.6, respectively. In this section, an attempt is made to
synthesize all these methodological components.
The schematic diagram of the overall framework is presented in Figure 4.14. The
incident data collected in the study area were used as input to the incident generation
module that was used to generate incidents randomly for a given duration. The workload
for each of the links in the freeway network can be estimated by summing up the time
needed to clear the incidents occurring on it during that period. The area of operation was
divided into a number of beats using a load balancing algorithm such that the difference
in workload among the beats would be minimized. The beat design so obtained can be
used in the nested partitions method as the initial promising region from where the search
for the optimal solution starts. The nested partitions method adaptively samples from the
feasible region and focuses the search in the region where all the good solutions tend to
cluster. A simulation model was used to evaluate the performance of various good
designs chosen by the nested partitions method. The performance measures of these
designs, estimated by the simulation model, were used to obtain new promising regions
that were consequently used in the nested partitions method to refine the search. The
process was repeated until the optimal solution was obtained.
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Co = Most Promising Region at the First Iteration
(Obtained from Load Balancing)
Figure 4.1: Partitioning Generated by the Nested Partitions Method
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Figure 4.2: Schematic Diagram for Load Balancing Algorithm
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Choose the first seed point
arbitrarily
Choose the second seed point
such that its shortest path
distance from the first seed
point is maximized
Choose the next seed point such that
the minimum of its shortest path
distances to all the previously chosen







Figure 4.3: Steps Involved in Determination of Initial Seed Points
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Of all the partitions still marked
available for further partitioning, search
for the partition with the smallest
workload (selected partition)
Of all the link pairs, which are not in the
selected partition but are adjacent to some
link in the selected partition, search for the
link pair with the highest workload
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Figure 4.8: Example of a Cycle Swap Used in Balancing
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If possible, perform
multiple pair swap until no
improvements are found
If possible, perform










Figure 4.9: Steps Involved in Balancing
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Set maximum penalty (max_penalty)
to a very large positive number
Compute penalty of each partition and
obtain their sum (tot_penalty)
I
Choose the partition (part_maxpen)
with highest penalty such that
part_maxpen < max_penalty
y\
Look for all potential swaps







Implement the swap that will
reduce the penalty by the
highest amount
Figure 4.10: Common Steps in Single and Multiple Pair Swaps
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Figure 4.11: Use ofMultiple Leaf Swap and Branch Swap in Multiple Pair Swaps
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Choose a node in the partition under
consideration such that the maximum of its
shortest path distances to all other nodes in
the same partition be minimized
Has the node already been
chosen as an updated seed
point for some other partition
jn the current iteration 2-
No
las the node already been used as
a seed point for some other
partition in the previous iteration
No
Choose this node as the
updated seed point for the
partition under consideration






























The methodology for the optimal design of an incident response system has been
discussed so far. As an example application of the proposed methodology, the case of the
Hoosier Helper patrol program in northwest Indiana is presented. The Hoosier Helper
program is a roving freeway service patrol program supported by the Indiana Department
of Transportation (INDOT). Hoosier Helper crews regularly patrol a sixteen mile stretch
of the six-lane Interstate 80-94 freeway near Gary, commonly known as the Borman
Expressway, seeking and responding to incidents. At least two response vehicles are in
service 24 hours a day, seven days a week. In addition, during peak travel periods,
another extra vehicle is deployed to cover a portion of the four-lane Interstate 65 freeway
(1-65). A detailed description of the Hoosier Helper program is presented in Chapter 3. In
this chapter it is shown how the proposed methodology can be used to improve the
efficiency of the program utilizing existing resources. The example also indicates how
efficiency can be further enhanced by effectively allocating additional resources such as
increased fleet size and deployment of automatic incident detection system.
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5.2 Results for the Example Problem
The network of the Borman corridor used in the example problem is presented in
Figure 5.1. The figure indicates the portion of the Borman Expressway and 1-65 patrolled
by the Hoosier Helper program. The network includes parallel arterial roads that can be
used by traffic diverted from the freeway. The portion of a freeway/road segment
between two interchanges/intersections is termed as a link and an interchange/intersection
is termed as a node. There are 38 nodes and 120 links in the study network. The
freeway/road segment for each direction of travel is treated as a separate link. Currently,
three response vehicles are deployed in the peak period (from 6:00 AM to 10:00 AM and
from 3:00 PM to 7:00 PM). During the off-peak period (from 10:00 AM to 3:00 PM and
from 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM) two response vehicles patrol the Borman Expressway. 1-65 is
not covered during this period. Also during the night time operation (from 10:00 PM to
6:00 AM) two response vehicles are deployed and 1-65 is not covered. The rate of
incident occurrence, as well as traffic volume during the peak period, are much higher
than the corresponding values in the off-peak period and at night. Thus, the adverse effect
of incidents is most severe in the peak period.
5.2.1 Routing Schemes
While patrolling the freeway, all response vehicles do not cover all segments. The
freeway segments to be patrolled by the incident response program are divided into a
number of beats and each vehicle is given the primary responsibility of finding and
responding to incidents in its respective beat. It is important to design these beats
intelligently as the incident detection time, as well as response time, depend heavily on
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beat configuration. In this section, it is shown how the optimal beat configuration can be
obtained using the proposed methodology.
5.2. 1. 1 Description of the Procedure Adopted for Beat Design
At first, the case of optimal beat design with three response vehicles patrolling
during the peak period is considered. A load balancing algorithm was used to come up
with the initial beat design that was subsequently used in the nested partitions method as
a starting point. Using the load balancing algorithm the patrol area was divided into three
beats in such a way that the difference ofworkload among the three beats was minimized.
The workload was calculated by summing up the incident clearance time of all the
incidents occurring on the freeway segments being covered by the patrol program.
Incidents were generated randomly for a period of 20 days using the simulation model
described in Chapter 3
.
As incidents are random events, the beat design would vary with the incident
occurrence pattern. In order to incorporate the stochastic component in the beat design, a
concept from sample path optimization was used. The idea is to generate incidents
randomly with different initial seed points and design beats for each set of incidents, and
check if any particular beat design is occurring more frequently than the others. The most
frequently occurring beat design can be used as a starting point in the nested partitions
method. It may so happen that multiple beat designs are found instead of a single design
that occur more frequently than the others. In such cases, common features among the
most frequently obtained beat designs may be found and a beat design incorporating
these common features can be used as a starting point.
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5.2.1.2 Application ofthe Procedure Adopted for Beat Design
Thirty simulation runs were made, each for 20-day period, with different random
number seeds from independent streams to generate incidents, and subsequently, the load
balancing algorithm was used to divide the patrol area into three beats. Although beat
design was made independently 30 times, only 6 types of design, as shown in Figures 5.2
through 5.7, were obtained. It can be observed from Figure 5.8 that design 3 was obtained
the most number of times. There is a common feature among designs 1 through 4. The
first beat remained the same as it consisted of links 1 through 10 for each of these four
designs. This was used as an initial promising region for the nested partitions method as
shown in Figure 5.9. In the initial promising region, assignment of links to the first beat
was kept fixed, and that to the second and third beats was varied. The initial promising
region consisted of three beats where the first beat was composed of links 1 through 10,
while the second and third beats could have been composed of any pairs of links as long
as the connectivity among the pairs was maintained. Following the principles of the
nested partitions method, the initial promising region was divided into a number of sub-
regions, and samples were taken from each of these sub-regions as well as from the
region surrounding the initial promising region. What it essentially means is that a
number of beat designs were selected for further investigation. The performance of the
incident response program adopting each of these beat designs was evaluated for different
dispatching policies using the simulation model presented in Chapter 3. Ten simulation
runs were made, each for 20 days, with 10 independent random number seeds to
incorporate the effect of randomly occurring incidents on time-varying traffic which in
turn influences the performance of the incident response program. Total vehicle-hours in
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the system was estimated with and without the Hoosier Helpers operating. The savings in
total vehicle-hours in the system due to the freeway patrol program were used as the
measure of effectiveness ofthe program. The beat design with the highest savings in total
vehicle-hours was chosen as the best design. For the case of three vehicles patrolling in
the peak period, two sets of beat design evolved as good designs for which the
performance measures were quite comparable. These designs are designs 4 and 5, as
shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 respectively. The savings in total vehicle-hours under
different dispatching policies for these two designs are presented in Table 5.1 and in
Figure 5.10. As the savings in design 5 is a little higher than that in design 4 for all
policies except policy E, the former one was chosen as the recommended beat design for
this particular case. However, it can be seen that design 4 is also a competitive design.
Following the similar steps, as described above, beats were designed for a
different number of vehicles patrolling in the peak period, off-peak period, and night. The
savings in total vehicle-hours under a number of selected good beat designs for these
cases are presented in Tables 5.2 through 5.12. The savings in the off-peak period patrol
are much lower than those in the peak period patrol as the rate of incident occurrence and
traffic volume in the off-peak period are much less than those in the peak period. The
savings for the operations at night are negligible as fewer incidents occurring in that
period have an insignificant impact on the low volume traffic at night.
5.2.2 Area of Operation
As of now, two vehicles patrol the Borman Expressway in the off-peak period as
well as at night. 1-65 is not included in the patrol area during these periods because of the
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perception by INDOT personnel that two vehicles are not enough to cover the entire area.
In order to examine the validity of this perception, beats were designed in the present
study for patrol operation in the off-peak period. Two cases were considered: one without
including 1-65 in the patrol area, and the other including 1-65 in the patrol area. Three
good designs, la through 3a, as shown in Figures 5.11 through 5.13, were obtained for
the case that did not include 1-65 in the patrol area. The savings in total vehicle-hours for
these three designs are plotted in Figure 5.14. Although the savings under policy E for all
three designs were close to each other, much higher savings were obtained for design 3 a
under policies A, B, C, and D compared to those in the other two designs. Hence, design
3 a was considered to be the best design for the case of two vehicles patrolling during off-
peak period and without 1-65 in the patrol area. Two good designs, lb and 2b, as shown
in Figures 5.15 and 5.16, were obtained for the case that included 1-65 in the patrol area.
The savings in total vehicle-hours for both designs are plotted in Figure 5.17. In this case
also, the savings under policy E for both designs were close to each other, but much
higher savings were obtained for design lb under policies A, B, C, and D compared to
those in design 2b. Hence, design lb was recommended for this case.
5.2.2.1 Effect ofDetection Technology on Decision Regarding Area of Operation
The savings under the best beat design for the case including 1-65, as well as that
for the case without including 1-65, are plotted in Figure 5.18. It can be seen that the
savings were higher for policies A, B, and C when 1-65 was not included in the patrol
area. On the contrary, higher savings were obtained for policies D and E when 1-65 was
included in the patrol area. It should be noted that automatic detection system is needed
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to implement policies D and E. Once the automatic detection system is installed,
comprehensive information about all the incidents in the entire patrol area will be
available. Hence, the incident response according to priority schemes, based on incident
severity and time to respond, as described in Chapter 3, will be more efficient. On the
other hand, the implementation of policies A, B, and C does not require an automatic
detection system. Information about incidents is less under these policies as they depend
on visual detection that is limited by the sight distance of patrolling vehicles. Even if
there is scope of a priority based incident response in policy C, it cannot be implemented
effectively as the information about all the incidents in the entire patrolling area would
not be known at the time of making the decision regarding which incident to respond.
Thus, it is better to patrol a smaller area when an automatic detection system is not
installed. This confirms the perception of the INDOT personnel that two vehicles are not
enough to cover the entire area including 1-65. However, a better job can be done with the
same number of vehicles by including 1-65 when more information is available about
what is going on in the entire patrol area. This establishes the need for an automatic
detection system in enhancing the efficiency of an incident management program.
5.2.3 Hours of Operation
It is important to decide how many vehicles should be patrolling in which period
as the savings in total vehicle-hours due to incident response vary significantly with the
period of operation. A vehicle cannot be used for 24 hours in a day as it needs routine
maintenance and normal upkeep. Sometimes even a major repair is needed. It was
estimated that on the average a vehicle could be effectively used for approximately eight
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hours a day. There are several possible ways in which a different number of vehicles
from a fixed fleet size can be deployed in different periods. All the possible combinations
for fleets of seven, eight, nine, and ten vehicles are listed in Tables 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, and
5.16, respectively. As it can be expected, the savings in the peak period are much higher
than those in the off-peak period, as shown in Figure 5.19. It can also be seen from
Tables 5.10 through 5.12 that savings at night are negligible compared to those in the
peak and off-peak periods. From these observations it may appear that it is a good idea to
deploy as many vehicles as possible in the peak period. The highest possible savings for a
different number of vehicles patrolling in the peak period are plotted in Figure 5.20.
Although the savings under different policies increase with the increasing number of
vehicles, the additional increase in savings is not much when the number of vehicles is
increased from five to six. This means that five vehicles are enough to cover the given
patrol area during the peak period. A similar trend is observed for the patrol operation in
the off-peak period. It can be noticed from Figure 5.21 that four vehicles would be
sufficient to cover the given patrol area in the off-peak period; the addition of the fifth
vehicle may not be necessary.
On the basis of the above observations, it becomes obvious that for the given
patrol area one need not look for combinations with more than five and six response
vehicles patrolling in the off-peak and peak periods, respectively. Furthermore, the entire
night patrol service can be discarded, as savings during that period are negligible. The
provision of night patrol service, however, can be justified for social and other issues.
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5.2.3.1 Hours of Operation with Different Fleet Sizes
The savings under potential good combinations with a fleet size of seven, eight,
nine, and ten response vehicles are presented in Tables 5.17, 5.18, 5.19, and 5.20,
respectively. When the fleet size is seven, the highest savings for policy A was obtained
with five vehicles patrolling in the peak period and two vehicles patrolling in the off-peak
period and 1-65 not being included in the patrol area. The same deployment schedule with
1-65 being included in the patrol area produced the highest savings for policies D and E.
However, the highest savings for policies B and C were recorded for a different
deployment schedule of four and three vehicles patrolling the entire area in the peak and
off-peak period, respectively. The savings under these deployment schedules are also
plotted in Figure 5.22. As it can be observed from Table 5.18, the best schedule for a fleet
size of eight was to deploy five vehicles in the peak period and three vehicles in the off-
peak period. It can also be noticed from Figure 5.19 that the highest savings for all the
policies were obtained for a fleet size of nine by deploying five vehicles in the peak
period and four vehicles in the off-peak period. For a fleet size of ten, two deployment
schedules had savings close to each other, as can be seen from Table 5.20. One schedule
had five vehicles patrolling in both the peak and off-peak periods, and the other had six
and four vehicles patrolling in the peak and off-peak periods, respectively. Either of these
two schedules may be chosen.
5.2.4 Dispatching Policies
There is a possibility of using different dispatching policies to make a decision
regarding which incident to serve first. While policies A B, and C are based on visual
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detection by roving response vehicles, policies D and E can be implemented only if an
automatic incident detection system is installed. The detailed description of these policies
is given in Chapter 3. It is important to verify whether the performance of the incident
response program depends on a particular dispatching policy used. If the performance is
policy dependent, it is needed to determine which one is the best policy.
The savings in total vehicle-hours with the best possible beat designs and
deployment schedules under all the five policies are presented in Table 5.21 and Figure
5.23. It can be observed that higher savings were obtained for incident response operation
under policies D and E compared to those under policies A, B, and C, for all the different
fleet sizes. It is also interesting to note that the lowest amount of savings was obtained for
operation under policy A, and the highest amount of savings was obtained for operation
under policy E. Both t-tests and Wilcoxon signed rank tests were conducted for the best
deployment schedules with the best possible beat designs for several fleet sizes to check
whether the performance under different dispatching policies vary significantly. The
results of these tests are summarized in Tables 5.22 through 5.27. It can be observed that
there was no statistically significant difference between average savings under policy B
and that under policy C. It can also be seen that savings under policy B were significantly
higher than those under policy A for all the cases. Thus, among policies A, B, and C,
which do not require any automatic detection system, either policy B or C may be
chosen. The implementation of policy C needs an extra level of decision making about
the severity of incidents. Therefore, considering the ease of implementation, policy B
would be preferred to policy C. The savings under policy E were significantly higher than
those under policies B and D. Thus, it may be concluded that once an automatic incident
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detection system is installed, the best performance for the incident response operation can
be obtained by adopting policy E.
5.2.5 Fleet Size
As one may intuitively perceive, the performance of an incident response
operation varies with the number of response vehicles. The larger the fleet size is, the
smaller the beat size and the quicker the incident detection and response time, resulting in
better performance. It can be noted from Figure 5.24 that the larger the fleet size is, the
higher the savings in total vehicle-hours, as expected. However, the rate of increase in
savings with the increasing number of vehicles does not remain the same. It can be
observed from Table 5.28 and Figure 5.25 that the increase in savings with the increase in
fleet size varies significantly with different levels of fleet size. It also varies across
different policies. The highest increase in savings was observed for policies A, B, and C
when the fleet size was increased from seven to eight, and the highest increase in savings
for policies D and E was obtained by increasing the fleet size from eight to nine.
While a larger fleet adds benefit by increasing savings in total vehicle-hours, it
also adds to the cost. Thus, it is necessary to do a trade-off analysis by calculating the
marginal benefit-cost ratios. It was estimated using the figures from Latoski et al. (1997)
that the annual equivalent cost of adding a response vehicle was approximately $90,170.
The annual benefits were obtained by converting the savings in total vehicle-hours in one
year into dollars using a value of $14.20 for a vehicle-hour saved (Latoski et al., 1997).
Finally, the marginal benefit-cost ratios were estimated, which are presented in Table
5.29 and Figure 5.26. As long as the ratio of marginal savings to marginal cost is above a
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positive threshold value, it may be desirable to add to the fleet size. Assuming a
conservative value of 2 as the threshold value, it would be cost-effective to increase the
fleet size from seven to eight if policy A were adopted. But an increase in fleet size from
eight to nine would not be economically justifiable. However, it would be cost-effective
to maintain a fleet size of nine if policies B and C were used. On the other hand, it would
be better not to increase the fleet size from seven if either policy D or E were being
implemented.
5.2.6 Existing Operation vs. Improved Operation
As the Hoosier Helper program operates currently, three response vehicles cover
the entire patrol area in the peak period, while two vehicles patrol in the off-peak period
as well as at night. 1-65 is not covered in the off-peak period and at night. The current
beat designs for different periods of operation are presented in Table 5.30. Although
policy B is followed now, the savings under other policies were also estimated. These
savings are presented in Table 5.30. The proposed methodology was used to identify
whether a better performance can be obtained with the same fleet size with the adoption
of a different deployment schedule and a different beat design.
5.2.6.1 Possible Improvements without Additional Resources
At first, it was checked whether it is possible to improve the effectiveness of the
program by modifying the beat design, while keeping the same deployment schedule that
is being followed currently. The modified beat design is presented in Table 5.31. It can be
observed from Figure 5.27 that a significant amount of vehicle-hours can be saved by
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modifying the beat design. It was also verified if the program can be further improved by
modifying deployment schedules. Two deployment schedules were considered that would
maximize the savings in vehicle-hours under policies B and E: one with four and three
vehicles deployed in the peak and off-peak period respectively, and the other with five
and two vehicles depoyed in the peak and off-peak period respectively. The
corresponding beat designs are presented in Table 5.31. Although night patrol did not
yield much savings, as discussed in Section 5.2.3, the possibility of deploying one vehicle
during the night was explored, considering safety and social isuues. The deployment
schedule and beat design for this case are also presented in Table 5.31. The savings for
the three above-mentioned cases are plotted in Figure 5.27. It can be clearly observed that
savings in total vehicle-hours can be increased significantly for all dispatching policies by
modifying the beat design and deployment schedule, while keeping the fleet size the
same as it is now. It is also interesting to note that the savings were considerably less for
the case where night patrol was provided, compared to the cases that did not provide
night patrol. The difference was approximately 40,000 vehicle-hours for a period of 200
days.
5.3 Overall Recommendations
As can be observed from the results presented in the Section 5.2.4, policy E is the
best policy to adopt when an automatic incident detection system is available, as the
highest savings were obtained for incident response under this policy. However, in many
cases such a detection system may not be available and the response vehicles will have to
rely on visual detection. Under latter circumstances, policy B would be most suitable. It
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can be farther noticed from the results in the Section 5.2.5 that the cost-effective fleet
size under policy E would be seven, while that under policy B would be nine. The cost of
two additional response vehicles could have been saved if an automatic detection system
were available. Moreover, savings under policy E with seven response vehicles was
higher than savings under policy B with even ten vehicles. Hence, one may consider
installing an automatic incident detection system provided the cost is less than the
enhanced savings due to such a detection system.
The hours of operation and beat designs are extremely important for efficient
operation of the incident response program. When policy B is implemented, the optimal
fleet size is nine, and five vehicles should be deployed in the peak-period and four
vehicles should be deployed in the off-peak period. The beat designs are presented in
Table 5.32. When policy E is implemented, the optimal fleet size is seven, and five
vehicles should be deployed in the peak-period and two vehicles should be deployed in
the off-peak period. The design of five beats in the peak period would be the same as
before. The first and second beats in the off-peak period should consist of links 1 through
12 and links 13 through 30 respectively, as presented in Table 5.32. It is not economical,
in terms of savings in vehicle-hours, to deploy vehicles in the night, as it can be observed
from the figures of savings during the night presented in Tables 5.10 through 5.12.
However, considering safety and social issues, one vehicle may be deployed to patrol the
freeway and assist stranded motorists during that period.
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Table 5.1: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set ofGood Beat Designs





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 13-16 &
21-26












2 Beat 1: Links 1-10
Beat 2: Links 11-16 &
21-26













- Minimum Savings = 1,108,918 vehicle-hours
- The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.2: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set ofGood Beat Designs
with 4 Vehicles Patrolling in the Peak Period (6AM-10AM & 3PM-7PM)






A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-8 1151335 1189956 1189563 1194409 1236776
Beat 2: Links 9-14 (0.92%) (4.30%) (4.27%) (4.70%) (8.41%)
Beat 3: Links 15-16 &
21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-20 &
27-30
2 Beat 1: Links 1-8 1142691 1178905 1177982 1196079 1236925
Beat 2: Links 9-12 (0.16%) (3.34%) (3.26%) (4.84%) (8.42%)
Beat 3: Links 13-16 &
21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-20 &
27-30
3 Beat 1: Links 1-6 1140844 1178262 1177664 1193067 1238125
Beat 2: Links 7-12 (0.00%) (3.28%) (3.23%) (4.58%) (8.53%)
Beat 3: Links 13-16 &
21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-20 &
27-30
Note:
- Minimum Savings = 1,140,844 vehicle-hours
- The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.3: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set of Good Beat Designs
with 5 Vehicles Patrolling in the Peak Period (6AM-10AM & 3PM-7PM)






A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-6 1200262 1208215 1207614 1225688 1266212
Beat 2: Links 7-12 (0.00%) (0.66%) (0.61%) (2.12%) (5.49%)
Beat 3: Links 13-16 &
21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-18 &
27-30
Beat 5: Links 19-20
2 Beat 1: Links 1-8 1202110 1208861 1207933 1224675 1263568
Beat 2: Links 9-12 (0.15%) (0.72%) (0.64%) (2.03%) (5.27%)
Beat 3: Links 13-16 &
21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-18 &
27-30
Beat 5: Links 19-20
Note:
Minimum Savings = 1,200,262 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.4: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for the Best Beat Design





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-4
Beat 2: Links 5-10
Beat 3: Links 11-12
Beat 4: Links 13-16 &
21-26
Beat 5: Links 17-18 &
27-30












- Minimum Savings = 1,205,709 vehicle-hours
- The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.5: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set of Good Beat Designs
while 2 Vehicles are Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period (10AM-3PM & 7PM- 10PM) and





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-14











2 Beat 1: Links 1-12











3 Beat 1: Links 1-10












Minimum Savings = 93,950 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.6: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set ofGood Beat Designs
while 2 Vehicles are Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period (10AM-3PM & 7PM-10PM)





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1*
2
Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 13-20 &
21-30
Beat 1: Links 1-14























Minimum Savings = 98,369 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.7: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set of Good Beat Designs









A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-14
Beat 2: Links 15-20











2 Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 13-16 &
21-26












3 Beat 1: Links 1-10
Beat 2: Links 11-16 &
21-26













Minimum Savings = 384,508 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.8: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set ofGood Beat Designs





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-8
Beat 2: Links 9-12
Beat 3: Links 13-16 &
21-30












2 Beat 1: Links 1-10
Beat 2: Links 11-12
Beat 3: Links 13-16 &
21-30











3 Beat 1: Links 1-4
Beat 2: Links 5-12
Beat 3: Links 13-16 &
21-30












Minimum Savings = 547,354 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.9: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set ofGood Beat Designs
with 5 Vehicles Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period (10AM-3PM & 7PM- 10PM)






A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-6 553045 559758 559736 560399 564601
Beat 2: Links 7-12 (2.02%) (3.26%) (3.25%) (3.37%) (4.15%)
Beat 3: Links 13-16
Beat 4: Links 17-20
Beat 5: Links 21-30
2 Beat 1: Links 1-6 542767 555301 555291 556232 562413
Beat 2: Links 7-10 (0.12%) (2.43%) (2.43%) (2.61%) (3.75%)
Beat 3: Links 11-14
Beat 4: Links 15-16 &
21-30
Beat 5: Links 17-20
3 Beat 1: Links 1-6 542107 555069 555048 556215 562573
Beat 2: Links 7-12 (0.00%) (2.39%) (2.39%) (2.60%) (3.78%)
Beat 3: Links 13-14
Beat 4: Links 15-16 &
21-30
Beat 5: Links 17-20
Note:
- Minimum Savings = 542,107 vehicle-hours
- The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.10: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set of Good Beat Designs
while 2 Vehicles are Patrolling at Night (10PM-6AM)





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-14











2 Beat 1: Links 1-12











3 Beat 1: Links 1-10












- Minimum Savings = 378 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.11: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set ofGood Beat Designs
while 2 Vehicles are Patrolling at Night (10PM-6AM)





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1*
2
Beat 1: Links 1-14
Beat 2: Links 15-20 &
21-30
Beat 1: Links 1-12























Minimum Savings = 184 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.12: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days for a Set of Good Beat Designs





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
1* Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 13-16 &
21-26












2 Beat 1: Links 1-10
Beat 2: Links 11-16 &
21-26












3 Beat 1: Links 1-10
Beat 2: Links 11-16













Minimum Savings = 1,457 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.13: Possible Combinations ofHours of Operation with a Fleet Size of 7
Combination
Number








No. of Vehicles in
Night Time
(10PM-6AM)
1 7 - -
2 4 3 -
3 5 2 -
4 6 1 -
5 3 2 2
6 5 1 1
7 3 3 1
S 4 2 1
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Table 5.14: Possible Combinations ofHours of Operation with a Fleet Size of 8
Combination
Number








No. of Vehicles in
Night Time
(10PM-6AM)
1 8 - -
2 4 4 -
3 5 3 -
4 6 2 -
5 7 1 -
6 4 2 2
7 3 3 2
8 6 1 1
9 4 3 1
10 5 2 1
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Table 5.15: Possible Combinations ofHours of Operation with a Fleet Size of 9
Combination
Number








No. of Vehicles in
Night Time
(10PM-6AM)
1 9 - -
2 5 4 -
3 6 3 -
4 7 2 -
5 8 1 -
6 3 3 3
7 5 2 2
8 4 3 2
9 7 1 1
10 4 4 1
11 5 3 1
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Table 5.16: Possible Combinations ofHours of Operation with a Fleet Size of 10
Combination
Number











1 10 - -
2 5 5 -
3 6 4 -
4 7 3 -
5 8 2 -
6 9 1 -
7 4 3 3
8 6 2 2
9 4 4 2
10 5 3 2
11 8 1 1
12 5 4 1
13 6 3 1
14 7 2 1
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Table 5.17: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days with Different Combinations of





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy









































































Minimum Savings = 1,598,101 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.18: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days with Different Combinations of





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy































































































Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy































Minimum Savings = 1,609,917 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.19: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days with Different Combinations of





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy








































































































- Minimum Savings = 1,666,866 vehicle-hours
- The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.20: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days with Different Combinations of





Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy











































































































Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E





(3.82%) (4.88%) (4.85%) (6.16%) (8.53%)
Peak: 5 1741367 1758872 1758291 1780497 1823196
Off-Peak: 3
Night: 2
(3.68%) (4.72%) (4.69%) (6.01%) (8.55%)
(1-65 Included)
Note:
Minimum Savings = 1,679,576 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.21: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days under Different Policies
Fleet Size
Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy










































Minimum Savings = 1,709,093 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.22: Comparison of Savings under Different Policies with 4 Vehicles Patrolling in
the Peak Period and 3 Vehicles Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period
Alternatives Compari- Statistical Test Comment
sons Tests Statistics
Policy A Comparing t-test t*=1.619 Mean Savings under Policy B is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy B A at 90% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy A at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=0.775 There is Not Much Difference
vs. Means between Mean Savings under
Policy C Policy B and That under Policy
C at 90% Confidence Level




between Median Savings under
Policy B and That under Policy
C at 90% Confidence Level
Policy D Comparing t-test t*=2.441 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E D at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy D at 90% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=1.954 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E B at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy B at 95% Confidence
Level
Note: One-sided test results are reported in all the cases.
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Table 5.23: Comparison of Savings under Different Policies with 5 Vehicles Patrolling in
the Peak Period and 2 Vehicles Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period
Alternatives Compari- Statistical Test Comment
sons Tests Statistics
Policy A Comparing t-test t*=1.546 Mean Savings under Policy B is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy B A at 90% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy A at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy D Comparing t-test t*=2.442 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E D at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy D at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=2.303 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E B at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy B at 95% Confidence
Level
Note:
One-sided test results are reported in all the cases.
Results for policy B are for the case with 4 vehicles patrolling in peak period and 3
vehicles patrolling in off-peak period.
Results for policy A are obtained with 1-65 not being included in the patrol area.
Results for policies D and E are obtained with 1-65 being included in the patrol area.
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Table 5.24: Comparison of Savings under Different Policies with 5 Vehicles Patrolling in
the Peak Period and 3 Vehicles Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period
Alternatives Compari- Statistical Test Comment
sons Tests Statistics
Policy A Comparing t-test t*=2.123 Mean Savings under Policy B is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy B A at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy A at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=1.207 There is Not Much Difference
vs. Means between Mean Savings under
Policy C Policy B and That under Policy
C at 90% Confidence Level




between Median Savings under
Policy B and That under Policy
C at 90% Confidence Level
Policy D Comparing t-test t*=2.263 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E D at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy D at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=3.008 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E B at 99% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy B at 99% Confidence
Level
Note: One-sided test results are reported in all the cases.
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Table 5.25: Comparison of Savings under Different Policies with 5 Vehicles Patrolling in
the Peak Period and 4 Vehicles Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period
Alternatives Compari- Statistical Test Comment
sons Tests Statistics
Policy A Comparing t-test t =1.873 Mean Savings under Policy B is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy B A at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy A at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=1.32 There is Not Much Difference
vs. Means between Mean Savings under
Policy C Policy B and That under Policy
C at 90% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy C at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy D Comparing t-test t*=2.226 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E D at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy D at 99% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=2.874 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E B at 99% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy B at 99% Confidence
Level
Note: One-sided test results are reported in all the cases.
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Table 5.26: Comparison of Savings under Different Policies with 5 Vehicles Patrolling in
the Peak Period and 5 Vehicles Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period
Alternatives Compari- Statistical Test Comment
sons Tests Statistics
Policy A Comparing t-test t*= 1.708 Mean Savings under Policy B is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy B A at 90% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy A at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=1.297 There is Not Much Difference
vs. Means between Mean Savings under
Policy C Policy B and That under Policy
C at 90% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy C at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy D Comparing t-test t*=2.481 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E D at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy D at 99% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=3.101 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E B at 99% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy B at 99% Confidence
Level
Note: One-sided test results are reported in all the cases.
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Table 5.27: Comparison of Savings under Different Policies with 6 Vehicles Patrolling in
the Peak Period and 4 Vehicles Patrolling in the Off-Peak Period
Alternatives Compari- Statistical Test Comment
sons Tests Statistics
Policy A Comparing t-test t =1.692 Mean Savings under Policy B is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy B A at 90% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy A at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*= 1.149 There is Not Much Difference
vs. Means between Mean Savings under
Policy C Policy B and That under Policy
C at 90% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy C at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy D Comparing t-test t*=2.018 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E D at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy D at 95% Confidence
Level
Policy B Comparing t-test t*=2.612 Mean Savings under Policy E is
vs. Means Higher than That under Policy
Policy E B at 95% Confidence Level




is Higher than That under
Policy B at 99% Confidence
Level
Note: One-sided test results are reported in all the cases.
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Table 5.28: Increase in Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in One Year
by Increasing Fleet Size
Increasing Fleet Size
Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
From 7 To 8
From 8 To 9

















Table 5.29: Effect ofFleet Size on Ratio ofMarginal Savings to Marginal Cost
Increasing Fleet Size
Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
From 7 To 8 9.22 5.25 5.19 1.29 1.06
From 8 To 9 1.86 2.48 2.47 2.05 1.95
From 9 To 10 1.57 1.23 1.25 0.88 0.99
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Table 5.30: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days with Existing Combination of
Hours of Operation and Beat Design with a Fleet Size of 7
Beat
Design
Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours
under Policy
A B C D E
Peak: 3 Beats
Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 11-20
Beat 3: Links 21-30
Off-Peak: 2 Beats
(1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 11-20
Night: 2
(1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-12












Minimum Savings = 1,410,002 vehicle-hours
The figures in the parentheses are additional savings over the minimum savings
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Table 5.31: Summary ofPossible Improvements without Additional Resources
Deployment Schedule Beat Design
Existing 3 vehicles in the peak Peak: 3 Beats
Operation period, 2 vehicles in Beat 1: Links 1-12
the off-peak period, Beat 2: Links 11-20
and 2 vehicles at night Beat 3: Links 21-30
Off-Peak: 2 Beats (1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 11-20
Night: 2 Beats (1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 11-20
Improved Same deployment Peak: 3 Beats
Operation # 1 schedule as the Beat 1: Links 1-12,
existing operation Beat 2: Links 1 3- 1 6 & 2 1-26,
Beat 3: Links 17-20 & 27-30
Off-Peak: 2 Beats (1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-14
Beat 2: Links 15-20
Night: 2 Beats (1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-14
Beat 2: Links 15-20
Improved 4 vehicles in peak the Peak: 4 Beats
Operation # 2 period, 2 vehicles in Beat 1: Links 1-8
the off-peak period, Beat 2: Links 9-14,
and 1 vehicle at night Beat 3: Links 15-16 & 21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-20 & 27-30
Off-Peak: 2 Beats (1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-14
Beat 2: Links 15-20
Night: 1 Beat
All links are covered by one vehicle
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Table 5.31, continued
Deployment Schedule Beat Design
Improved 5 vehicles in the peak Peak: 5 Beats
Operation # 3 period, and 2 vehicles Beat 1: Links 1-6
in the off-peak period Beat 2: Links 7-12
Beat 3: Links 13-16 & 21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-18 & 27-30
Beat 5: Links 19-20
Off-Peak: 2 Beats (1-65 Not Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-14
Beat 2: Links 15-20
Improved 4 vehicles in peak the Peak: 4 Beats
Operation # 4 period, and 3 vehicles Beat 1: Links 1-8
in the off-peak period Beat 2: Links 9-14
Beat 3: Links 15-16 & 21-26
Beat 4: Links 17-20 & 27-30
Off-Peak: 3 Beats (1-65 Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-14
Beat 2: Links 15-20
Beat 3: Links 21-30
Note: - Fleet size is 7 and dispatching policy is B for all cases
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Table 5.32: Summary of Overall Recommendations
Existing Recommendations Recommendations
Program without Automatic with Automatic
Detection Detection
Fleet Size 7 9 7
Dispatching B B E
Policy
Deployment 3 vehicles in the peak 5 vehicles in the peak 5 vehicles in the peak
Schedule period, 2 vehicles in period, and 4 vehicles period, and 2 vehicles
the off-peak period, in the off-peak period in the off-peak period
and 2 vehicles at
night
Beat Design Peak: 3 Beats Peak: 5 Beats Peak: 5 Beats
Beat 1: Links 1-12 Beat 1: Links 1-6 Beat 1: Links 1-6
Beat 2: Links 11-20 Beat 2: Links 7-12 Beat 2: Links 7-12
Beat 3: Links 21-30 Beat 3: Links 13-16 Beat 3: Links 13-16
Off-Peak: 2 Beats & 21-26 & 21-26
(1-65 Not Included) Beat 4: Links 17-18 Beat 4: Links 17-18
Beat 1: Links 1-12 & 27-30 & 27-30
Beat 2: Links 11-20 Beat 5: Links 19-20 Beat 5: Links 19-20
Night: 2 Off-Peak: 2 Beats Off-Peak: 2 Beats
(1-65 Not Included) (1-65 Included) (1-65 Included)
Beat 1: Links 1-12 Beat 1: Links 1-8 Beat 1: Links 1-12
Beat 2: Links 11-20 Beat 2: Links 9-12
Beat 3: Links 13-16
& 21-30
Beat 4: Links 17-20
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Figure 5.10: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to
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Figure 5. 14: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to Incident Response




























































Figure 5.17: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to Incident Response


























Figure 5.18: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to Incident Response
Operation in the Off-Peak Period
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Figure 5.19: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to Incident Response
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Figure 5.20: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to Incident Response
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Figure 5.21: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to Incident Response



























Combination 2: 4 vehicles in the peak period and 3 vehicles in the off-peak period
Combination 3 : 5 vehicles in the peak period and 2 vehicles in the off-peak period
Combination 5: 3 vehicles in the peak period, 2 vehicles in the off-peak period, and 2
vehicles at night
Figure 5.22: Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in 200 Days due to Incident Response
















































Figure 5.25: Expected Increase in Savings in Total Vehicle-Hours in One Year





































• Improved Op. # 1
• Improved Op. # 2
Improved Op. # 3
Improved Op. # 4
Note:
Existing Operation: 3 vehicles in the peak period, 2 vehicles in the off-peak period, and 2
vehicles at night
Improved Operation # 1 : Same hours of operation as the existing operation, different beat
design
Improved Operation # 2: 4 vehicles in the peak period, 2 vehicles in the off-peak period,
and 1 vehicle at night
Improved Operation # 3: 5 vehicles in the peak period and 2 vehicles in the off-peak
period
Improved Operation # 4: 4 vehicles in the peak period and 3 vehicles in the off-peak
period






The study investigated the problem of optimal design of freeway incident response
systems. A modeling framework was developed based on dynamic simulation and heuristic
optimization techniques. As an example application of the proposed methodology, the
case of the Hoosier Helper patrol program in northwest Indiana was considered. It was
found that each of the system parameters, including fleet size, deployment schedule, area
of operation, dispatching policy, and routing scheme, plays a major role in efficient
operation of the response program. Dispatching policies that depend on automatic
detection indicated much higher system benefits than policies based on visual detection by
roving patrol vehicles. Automatic detection can also make it possible to cover a larger area
of operation with the same fleet and crew sizes. The efficiency of the incident response
program can also be improved by systematically determining the deployment schedule
(hours of operation) and routing scheme (beat design) while keeping the fleet size the
same. As one may intuitively perceive, the performance of the incident response operation
varies with the number of response vehicles. The larger the fleet size is, the smaller the
beat size and the quicker the incident detection and response, resulting in better
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performance. However, it may not be always cost-effective to increase the fleet size.
While a larger fleet size adds benefit by increasing savings in total vehicle-hours in the
system, it also adds cost. A trade-off analysis is recommended to determine desirable fleet
sizes on the basis of marginal benefit-cost ratios.
6.2 Scope for Implementation
The methodology developed in this study is a generalized framework. The case of
the Hoosier Helper program on the Borman Expressway was examined as an example
application of the proposed methodology. However, the methodology is transferable and it
can be applied to any other similar freeway patrol programs in Indiana or elsewhere. In
order to use it for designing a new program or improving the operation of an existing
program, the necessary input data would include incidents, traffic, and the study area
network geometric features. The simulation model should also be calibrated accordingly.
For marginal benefit-cost analysis it would be necessary to have data on the dollar value of
a vehicle-hour saved and the system cost data including investment cost, overhead cost,
maintenance cost, and employees' salaries and benefits.
6.3 Contribution of the Research
Not much information is currently available on the problem of optimal incident
response system design. The present research is intended to fill this gap by investigating
the impact of different system parameters on the effectiveness of an incident response
system. The parameters considered included fleet size, deployment schedule, area of
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operation, dispatching policy, and routing scheme. Unlike previous studies, the focus of
the present research was to optimize a direct system performance measure such as total
vehicle-hours in the system, rather than minimizing indirect measures like mean response
time of a vehicle or mean waiting time of incidents. The goal of an incident response
program is to reduce the adverse effect of incidents on traffic as much as possible. Hence,
it is desirable to use a performance measure like total vehicle-hours in the system that
would directly incorporate the influence of incidents on traffic. A simulation model was
developed to capture dynamically the adverse effects of incidents on traffic, including
route diversion, reduction in speed, and delay in a queue. The study replicated the
operation of roving freeway service patrol vehicles that move through time-varying traffic
and undertake the joint responsibilities of incident detection and response. The role of
different probable dispatching policies under visual detection, as well as automatic
detection, was also extensively studied. Optimization techniques such as the nested
partitions method and a load balancing algorithm were combined with the simulation
model to develop desirable system designs that can improve the efficiency of an incident
response program.
6.4 Future Research Directions
The present research proposed a framework that would assist transportation
agencies to design new incident response programs as well as improve existing programs.
The goal was to develop a comprehensive tool that can be used to determine the optimal
system parameters including fleet size, deployment schedule, area of operation,
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dispatching policy, and routing scheme. The framework developed in the present study is
intended for use in long term planning. Further research can consider planning for unusual
events. For example, deployment schedules, as well as beat designs for response vehicles,
can be altered in the event of major short term changes in the system caused by temporary
closures of certain links due to severe crashes or by a large increase in traffic volumes due
to sporting or other events. Another area of further research is to study how real time data
can be used to modify design parameters adaptively so that the effectiveness of the
program can be enhanced further.
The present research indicated that a wider area can be covered when more
information about incidents is available through automatic detection. Furthermore, the use
of automatic detection can reduce the number of response vehicles required. Further
research can be undertaken to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of installing various
automatic incident detection systems with respect to incident response.
In the present study, the nested partitions method used a one-dimensional search to
find the optimal beat design while keeping other parameters fixed at a time. The approach
can be extended to a multi-dimensional search that could generate optimal solutions for
combinations of system parameters. Such a scheme would be worthwhile for designing a
large incident response system, in which case it may be difficult to keep track of all
different combinations of parameters that are kept fixed at a time. However, a multi-
dimensional search may face difficulties as the size of the solution space would increase
tremendously as various parameters are considered all together. Moreover, the
partitioning of the solution space would be greatly complicated as more than one
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dimension is involved. As a number of solutions are sampled from the solution space at a
time in the nested partitions method, computational time may be saved if these solutions
are evaluated simultaneously, possibly using distributed computing. In fact, an important
extension of the present research can be to investigate how a multi-dimensional search
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COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR GENERATING INCIDENTS
Introduction
This program (incgen.c) is for generating incidents in a given study area. The
study area may be defined by providing the information about the links. The historical
incident data for the study area should be collected and analyzed to obtain the input data
needed in the program. The input data needed is described in details in the subsequent
sections. Incidents are generated according to a non-homogeneous/time-varying Poisson
process. The average hourly incident rate is used to generate incidents in each hour.
Poisson distribution, where the mean is the average hourly incident rate, is used to
determine the number of incidents occurring in each hour. For each hour, probability
values for occurrence of different types of incidents are calculated from the collected
incident data. A random number is generated from a uniform distribution with range of
to 1 that is subsequently used to determine the incident type depending on the cumulative
probability values for occurrence of different types of incidents. Distributions like
exponential, gamma, log-normal, triangular, uniform, and Weibull can be fitted
depending on type, location, and time of occurrence of incident to randomly generate
incident clearance time.
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Customization of the Program
A number of variables are defined at the top of the program. These may be altered
to customize the program for a given study area. These variables are as follows:
nooflink : It indicates the total number of links on which incidents will be generated. It
should be defined one higher than the actual number of links. For example, if it is sought
to generate incidents on 10 links, no_of_link should be specified as 1 1.
no_of_intv : The probability of occurrence of a particular type of incident, its lateral and
longitudinal location, as well as clearance time depends on the time of incident
occurrence. In order to capture this temporal effect the whole day be divided into a
number of intervals (no_of_intv). The user may adjust this number according to his
desired level of accuracy as well as data availability. Again, it should be defined one
higher than the actual number of intervals.
Other Relevant Information
The other important variables are:
no_of_inc_type : The number of incident types should be specified one higher than the
actual number. Four types of incidents (such as crash, abandoned vehicles, debris, and
disablement) are considered. Hence, noofjnctype is specified as 5 in the program.
no_of_blck_type : The number ofblockage types should be specified one higher than the
actual number. Two types of blockage (such as lane and shoulder) are considered here.
Hence, no_of_blck_type is specified as 3 in the program.
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The number of days for which incidents have to be generated can be input
interactively from the computer screen. Similarly, the initial seed (preferably a nine digit
number) for random number generation should be specified.
Input Files
Seven input files are used in the program for incident generation. The information
in these files has to be updated to customize it for a given study area.
File : problinkl.data
There should be (noofintv - l)*(no_of_link - 1) rows of data in this file. Each
row has three entries. They are as follows:
1st entry : interval number
2nd entry : link number
3rd entry : probability that the incident is on a particular link given that it occurred in a
particular time interval. It should be noted that, for a given time interval, the sum of these
probability values over all links should be one.
File : clrtml.data
This file contains data regarding clearance time of incident. There should be
(no_of_inc_type -l)*(no_of_blck_type - l)*(no_of_intv - 1) rows of data in this file.
Each row has eight entries. They are as follows:
1st entry : type of incident. Type
1 for crash
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2 for abandoned vehicle
3 for debris
4 for disablement
2nd entry : type of blockage. Type
1 for lane
2 for shoulder
3rd entry : interval number (type a number : 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ... depending on interval
number)







5th entry : intercept. It is the shift parameter (in minutes) that is added to the clearance
time generated from fitted distributions.
6th entry : 1 st parameter
Exponential : lambda (mean)
Gamma : alpha (shape parameter)
Weibull : alpha (shape parameter)
Log-normal : mu (mean)
Triangular : a (minimum value)
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Uniform : a (lower limit)
7th entry : 2nd parameter
Exponential : not needed to specify the distribution, type 0.
Gamma : beta (scale parameter)
Weibull : beta (scale parameter)
Log-normal : std (standard deviation)
Triangular : b (maximum value)
Uniform : b (higher limit)
8th entry : 2nd parameter
Exponential : not needed to specify the distribution, type 0.
Gamma : not needed to specify the distribution, type 0.
Weibull : not needed to specify the distribution, type 0.
Log-normal : not needed to specify the distribution, type 0.
Triangular : c (mode, i.e. the number that occurs most frequently)
Uniform : not needed to specify the distribution, type 0.
File : probincl.data
This file contains data regarding probability of occurrence of different types of
incidents. There should be (no_of_link -l)*(no_of_intv - 1) rows of data in this file.
Each row has five entries. They are as follows:
1 st entry : link number
2nd entry : interval number
3rd entry : probability that an incident on a given link in a given time interval is a crash
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4th entry : probability that an incident on a given link in a given time interval is an
abandoned vehicle
5th entry : probability that an incident on a given link in a given time interval is debris
File : probblckl.data
There should be (noofinctype -1) rows of data in this file. Each row has two
entries. They are as follows:
1st entry : type of incident. Type
1 for crash
2 for abandoned vehicle
3 for debris
4 for disablement
2nd entry : probability that an incident is on a lane given the type of incident
File : boundary 1. data
There should be (no_of_intv -1) rows of data in this file. Each row has three
entries. They are as follows:
1 st entry : interval number
2nd entry : time (in hour) when the particular time interval starts
3rd entry : time (in hour) when the particular time interval ends
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File : linkll.data
This file contains information regarding the links on which incidents will be
generated. There should be (nooflink -1) rows of data in this file. Each row has four
entries. They are as follows:
1st entry : link number
2nd entry : length of the link
3rd entry : node from which the link starts (interchange where travel on the link begins)
4th entry : node at which the link ends (interchange where travel on the link ends)
File : rate 1. data
This file contains information regarding hourly incident occurrence rate. There
should be 26 rows of data in this file. Each row has two entries. They are as follows:
1st entry : integers from to 25
2nd entry : incident occurrence rate per hour. It should be noted that
rate[l] = incident occurrence rate in 1st hour (Midnight - 1AM)




There are three output files where the information of the incidents generated by
the program is stored. They are as follows:
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File : output 1. info
Each row gives information regarding a particular incident. There are nine entries
in each row. They are as follows:
1st entry : day of occurrence
2nd entry : time ofthe day
3rd entry : link on which the incident occurs
4th entry : node from which the link starts (interchange where travel on the link begins)
5th entry : node at which the link ends (interchange where travel on the link ends)
6th entry : distance (in miles) from the node at which the link starts (interchange where
travel on the link begins)
7th entry : type of incident. The file prints
1 for crash
2 for abandoned vehicle
3 for debris
4 for disablement
8th entry : lateral location of incident. The file prints
1 for lane
2 for shoulder
9th entry : incident clearance time (in minutes)
File : output2.info




This file stores the number of incidents occurring in each hour of the day for the
specified duration. There are twenty-four entries in this file.
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APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FORMATTING INCIDENT DATA AND
CALCULATING LOADS
Introduction
This program (genloadcal.c) is used for calculating loads on the links in a given
study area. The load on a link may be defined as the sum of clearance time of all the
incidents occurring on it during a specified period. The load data (stored in file load. data)
obtained is used in a load balancing algorithm. This program is also used to format the
incident data generated from incident generation program (gigm.c). The formatted
incident data (stored in files incident.data and noincsp.data) is subsequently used in the
simulation programs for incident response operation.
Input Files
There are three input files. They are as follows:
File : outputl.info
It is obtained from the incident generation program (gigm.c). For detailed
description, the manual on incident generation program may be referred.
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File : output2.info
It is obtained from the incident generation program (gigm.c). For detailed
description, the manual on incident generation program may be referred.
File : spperiod.data
One may be interested to study the impact of incidents occurring only in certain
periods of a day. These periods should be specified by defining the starting and ending
time. In the program, there is provision of specifying up to two periods. If there is a need
for specifying more than two periods, the program has to be modified. There are four
entries in this file. They are as follows:
1 st entry : time (in hours) when the first period starts
2nd entry : time (in hours) when the first period ends
3rd entry : time (in hours) when the second period starts
4th entry : time (in hours) when the second period ends
If the second period is not needed, should be typed for 3rd and 4th entries.
Output Files
There are three output files. They are as follows:
File : incident. data
This contains the formatted incident data. Each row has eight entries. They are as
follows:
1st entry : time of incident occurrence (in seconds from the start of the clock)
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2nd entry : clearance time of incident (in seconds)
3rd entry : link on which the incident occurs
4th entry : node from which the link starts (interchange where travel on the link begins)
5th entry : node at which the link ends (interchange where travel on the link ends)
6th entry : distance (in miles) from the node at which the link starts (interchange where
travel on the link begins)
7th entry : lateral location of incident. The file prints
1 for lane
2 for shoulder
8th entry : type of incident. The file prints
1 for crash




This file stores the total number of incidents occurring during the period specified
in the file spperiod.data.
File : load.data
This file contains the information regarding calculated load (in minutes) on each
ofthe links on which incidents are generated.
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APPENDIX C
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR SIMULATION OF
INCIDENT RESPONSE OPERATION
Introduction
These programs are used to replicate operation of the incident response vehicles
that are moving through freeway traffic. Aggregate route diversion models are used along
with queueing models to capture the non-linear impact of incidents on time-varying
traffic. Five computers programs are developed to implement five different dispatching
policies. They are as follows:
• Policy A : First Reached First Served without Crossing to the Other side (Computer
Program : pla.c)
• Policy B : First Reached First Served with Crossing to the Other side (Computer
Program : plb.c)
• Policy C : Most Severe First (Computer Program : plc.c)
• Policy D : Most Severe with Minimum Time to Respond First with Vehicle Patrolling
(Computer Program : pld.c)
• Policy E : Most Severe with Minimum Time to Respond First with Vehicle Waiting
on Shoulder (Computer Program : ple.c)
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The detailed description of these policies can be found in Chapter 3 of the report. In
addition to these five computer programs, another program, noir.c was developed to
estimate system performance measures in absence of any incident response program.
Customization of the Programs
A number of array sizes are already defined in these programs so that they can be
used for a fairly large problem. However, if the situation demands a user can increase the
array sizes to handle a larger problem. The guidelines for specifying array sizes are given
below:
ngbr[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the number of neighboring links
on which traffic volume is affected due to route diversion. For a better understanding the
network presented in Figure C.l may be referred. It is assumed that diverted traffic from
the freeway would return to the freeway within two blocks after bypassing the incident.
Suppose there is an incident on the freeway on link 1 . The diverted traffic would re-enter
the freeway through links 23, 26, 27, and 30. The links, on which traffic volume is
affected due to route diversion because of an incident on link 1, are 20, 13, 23, 15, 27, 21,
7, 26, 9, 30, 1, and 3. Hence the number of neighboring links for link 1 is 12. It should be
noted that the link itself is considered as a neighboring link.
link[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the number of links in the
network.
linkdes[ ][ ] : The size of both dimensions in this array should be at least one higher than
the number of nodes in the network.
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inc[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the number of incidents that
would be generated in the entire simulation period.
veh[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the number of response vehicles
in the fleet.
veh_sch[ ][ ] : The first index should be 25. The second index should be at least one
higher than the number of response vehicles in the fleet.
route[ ][ ][][]: The first index should be at least one higher than the number of routes
(beats) followed by the response vehicles in the entire day. The second and third indices
should be at least one higher than the number of nodes in the network. The fourth index
should be 5.
rtmemory[ ][ ] : The first index should be at least one higher than the number of routes
(beats) followed by the response vehicles in the entire day. The second index should be
higher than 30.
severity [ ][ ] : The first index should be at least one higher than the number of types of
incidents. The second index should be at least one higher than the number of possible
lateral locations (lane/shoulder) of incidents.
chtm[ ][][]: All the three indices should be at least one higher than the number of nodes
for which these data are entered.
spath[ ][ ] : Both the indices should be at least one higher than the number of nodes for
which these data are entered.
The array sizes in the function, shrtpath( ), that is used to obtain the shortest path between
two nodes, should be at least one higher than the number of nodes for which shortest
paths are to be obtained.
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Input Data
There are a number of input files that are needed in these computer programs.
They are as follows:
File : linkl.data
This file contains information about the links in the study area. At the beginning
of the file, the number of links should be specified. For each link, a set of data should be
provided. They are as follows:
1 st entry : link number
2nd entry : length of the link
3rd entry : link type. Type
1 for two lane highway
2 for four lane highway
3 for four lane highway
4th entry : capacity of the link
5th entry : speed limit on the link
6th entry : free flow speed on the link
7th entry : number of neighboring links on which traffic volume is affected due to route
diversion
8th entry : maximum of time lag for all neighboring links (in seconds). If there were a
major incident on link 1, vehicles would try to divert using links 20 and 21, shown in
Figure C.l. This extra traffic on links 20 and 21 would eventually reach links 13 and 7,
respectively. It would take some time for this extra volume to reach links 7 and 13. There
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is a lag between the time when route diversion starts and the time when the effect of route
diversion (change in volume level) is perceived on neighboring links. Time lag for a
particular neighboring link can be estimated by adding the average travel times on the
links that are to be covered to reach at the entry point of that link. For example, suppose
traffic diverts using link 21 due to an incident on link 1. Diverted traffic would eventually
reach link 26 after covering links 21 and 7. Suppose the average travel times on these two
links are 200 and 250 seconds respectively. Then the time lag for link 26 would be 450
seconds.
In addition to these data, the following information about each of the neighboring
links should be provided:
1st entry : neighboring link number
2nd entry : percentage of volume diverted to the neighboring link (express in fraction, in
between to 1). The percentage value can be calculated based on the relative capacities
of the entry links at each node. For example, suppose traffic is diverted from link 1 due to
a major incident. There are two possible entry links: link 20 and link 21. Suppose their
capacities are 1200 and 1800 vehicles/hour, respectively. Hence, percentage values for
links 20 and 21 would be 40% (0.40 = 1200/(1200+1800)) and 60% (0.60 =
1800/(1200+1800)), respectively. For link 1, this value would be -100% (-1.0). The
negative sign is due to the fact that volume level on link 1 is reduced due to diversion.
For link 7, this value would be the same as that of link 21, as all the diverted traffic on
link 21 would go through link 7 as well. After traversing link 7, drivers have the option of
going on either link 9 or on link 26. Again, the relative capacities of links 9 and 26 are
used to spit the diverted traffic on link 7. Suppose the capacities of links 9 and 26 are
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1200 and 1800 vehicles/hour, respectively. Hence, the percentage values on links 9 and
26 would be 24% (0.24 = 0.60*0.40) and 36% (0.60*0.60). The term, 0.60, comes from
the percentage value of link 7. A portion of diverted traffic returns from the arterials to
the freeway through links 23 and 26. If the percentage values for links 23 and 26 are 20%
and 36% respectively, the percentage value for link 3 would be -44% (-0.44 = 0.20+0.36-
1.00). The term, -1.00, comes from the percentage value of link 1.
3rd entry : time lag for the neighboring link. The concept of time lag has already been
discussed earlier.
File : link2.data
This file contains information about the connectivity of the links. At the
beginning of the file, the number of links in the network is specified. Subsequently, the
following data are provided for each link:
1 st entry : node from which the link starts (interchange where travel on the link begins)
2nd entry : node at which the link ends (interchange where travel on the link ends)
3rd entry : link number
File : link3.data
This file contains additional information only for the links on which the response
vehicles patrol. At the beginning of the file, the number of links, on which the response
vehicles patrol, is specified. Subsequently, the following data are provided for each of
such links:
1 st entry : link number
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2nd entry : direction of travel on the link. Type
1 for eastbound travel
2 for westbound travel
3 for northbound travel
4 for southbound travel
3rd entry : index ofthe route (beat) on which the link is located
File : link4a.data
This file is used by the function, shrtpath( ), that is used to obtain the shortest path
between two nodes. There are four entries in this file. They are as follows:
1 st entry : This should be 1
.
2nd entry : number of nodes for which shortest paths are to be obtained
3rd entry : same as the 2nd entry
4th entry : number of links connecting the nodes for which shortest paths are to be
obtained
File : link4bl.data
This file is also used by the function, shrtpath( ), that is used to obtain the shortest
path between two nodes. The number of rows of data to be entered is same as the number
of links specified in the 4th entry of the file, link4a.data. For each links the following
information should be provided:
1st entry : node from which the link starts (interchange where travel on the link begins)
2nd entry : node at which the link ends (interchange where travel on the link ends)
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3rd entry : link number
4th entry : average travel time (in seconds) on the link
File : vol.data
This file contains information about hourly volumes on the links in the network.
At the beginning of the file, the number of links in the network is specified.
Subsequently, the link number and its hourly volume for each hour of the 24-hour period
in day are provided for each link:
File : noincsp.data
This file contains information about the total number of incidents occurring in the
study area during a specified period. This file is generated from the program,
genloadcal.c, that is used to format the incident data generated from an incident
generation model.
File : incident. data
This file contains information about the individual incidents occurring in the
study area during a specified period. This file is also generated from the program,




This file contains information about the response vehicles. At the beginning of the
file the following information is provided:
number ofvehicles : number of response vehicles in the fleet
sight distance : distance (in miles) within which an incident can be detected by the
response vehicle
depot node : the location where the response vehicles return after finishing their patrol
and response duties in the scheduled period operation. It should to be specified as a node
in the network.
number of vehicle schedule entries : For each of the 24-hour period, data should be
entered in separate rows for each of the vehicles operating in that hour. For example, if 3
vehicles are patrolling in the 1st hour of the day, then number of rows of data to be
entered for that hour is 3. The total number of such rows for the entire day is equal to the
number ofvehicle schedule entries.
Each row has five entries. They are as follows:
1st entry : index of the hour
2nd entry : index of the vehicle
3rd entry : index of the route (beat) in which the vehicle is patrolling
4th entry : need status. Type 1 for this entry. It indicates that there is a need for this
vehicle in this hour.
5th entry : time of the day (in seconds) when the vehicle starts to move to the depot after
finishing its duties in the scheduled hour of operation
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Route Data
The data about the routes are provided in three files. They are as follows:
File : rtreg.data
This file contains information about the routes that are followed by a response
vehicle routinely while it is patrolling the freeway. At the beginning of the file, the
number of rows of entries should be specified. For each link two rows of data are entered,
one with the direction of travel same as that of the link, and the other with the direction of
travel opposite to that of the link. Hence, the number of rows would be 2*(number of
links in all the routes). The links to be covered by a response vehicle for coming from the
depot node to the patrol area as well as for returning to the depot from the patrol area also
should be included. For example, suppose one vehicle covers links 1 through 6, as shown
in Figure C.l. It comes to its patrol area from a depot, located at the junction of links 9,
12, and 29. Hence, the vehicle has to cover links 29 and 30 in addition to six links in its
patrol area. Thus, for this one-vehicle case, the number of rows of data to be entered
wouldbel6(16 = 2*(6+2)).
A decision is made at each node regarding the next node to go to. This decision is
dependent on the node from which the vehicle is coming as well as its direction of travel.
The entries in each row are as follows:
1st entry : index of the route
2nd entry : node at which decision is made
3rd entry : node from which the vehicle is coming
4th entry : direction of travel. Type
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1 for eastbound direction
2 for westbound direction
3 for northbound direction
4 for southbound direction
5th entry : the next node the vehicle would go
6th entry : primary direction of travel when the vehicle would go to the next node. In this
file the 6th entry remains the same as the 4th entry for all links in the patrol area unless it
is turning around in the loop. If it turns around the new direction of travel should be
entered as the 6th entry. For the links that are not in the patrol area but are to be covered
for access to the depot, the 6th entry would be the direction of travel the vehicle has to
follow to go to the next node while coming from the depot to the patrol area.
7th entry : change time. When the vehicle moves from one link to another, it may take
some extra time. If it is going straight it does not take extra time (type 0.0 for this case),
but if it is turning it takes some extra time depending on left or right turns. The extra time
(in seconds) should be entered as an input data.
File : rtdiv.data
This file contains information about the routes that are followed by a response
vehicle when it turns around at the nearest exit to attend an incident on the other side of
the freeway with opposite direction of travel.
At the beginning of the file, the number of rows of entries should be specified.
For each link two rows of data are entered, one with the direction of travel same as that of
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the link, and the other with the direction of travel opposite to that of the link. Hence, the
number ofrows would be 2*(number of links in all the routes).
A decision is made at each node regarding the next node to go to. This decision is
dependent on the node from which the vehicle is coming as well as its direction of travel.
The first four entries in each row are the same as that of rtreg.data. However, the 5th
entry (next node to go to) would be different from that in rtreg.data, as the vehicle needs
to rum around to attend an incident on the other side of the freeway. In this file the 6th
entry (primary direction of travel when the vehicle would go to the next node) remains
the same as the 4th entry for all links in the patrol area. For the links that are not in the
patrol area but are to be covered for access to the depot, the 6th entry would be the
direction of travel the vehicle has to follow to go to the next node while coming from the
depot to the patrol area. The 7th entry (change time) should be adjusted accordingly.
File : rtret.data
This file contains information about the routes that are followed by a response
vehicle when it starts returning to the depot after finishing its patrol and response duties
in the scheduled period of operation.
At the beginning of the file, the number of rows of entries should be specified.
For each link two rows of data are entered, one with the direction of travel same as that of
the link, and the other with the direction of travel opposite to that of the link. Hence, the
number of rows would be 2*(number of links in all the routes).
A decision is made at each node regarding the next node to go to. This decision is
dependent on the node from which the vehicle is coming as well as its direction of travel.
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The first four entries in each row are the same as that of rtreg.data. However, the 5th
entry (next node to go to) would be different from that in rtreg.data, as the vehicle is
returning to the depot and hence would not turn around to attend an incident on the other
side of the freeway or to cover the patrol area. In this file the 6th entry (primary direction
of travel when the vehicle would go to the next node) for all links would be the direction
of travel the vehicle has to follow to go to the next node while returning to the depot from
the patrol area. The 7th entry (change time) should be adjusted accordingly.
File : rtmem.data
The array, rtmemory[ ][ ], is used to store information about incident's detection
and response. The first index in the array indicates the route number and the second one
indicates the incident index stored in the array. The file, rtmem.data, specifies the size of
this array.
File : sever.data
This file contains information of severity of incident depending on type (crash,
abandoned vehicle, debris, and disablement) and lateral location (lane and shoulder). At
the beginning of the file, the total number of rows of data to be entered is specified. This
number would be (number of types)*(number of lateral locations). For each row, the
following data are entered:
1st entry : type of incident
2nd entry : lateral location of incident
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3rd entry : severity ranking of incident. Assign the value 1 for the most severe incident, 2
for next severe incident, and increase the value as the severity level goes down.
File : cling,data
This file contains information regarding extra time needed to move from one link
to another. At the beginning of the file, the total number of rows of data to be entered is
specified. For each row, the following data are entered:
1st entry : node from where the vehicle is coming from
2nd entry : the node where the vehicle is at now
3rd entry : the node where the vehicle will be going next
4th entry : change time. When the vehicle moves from one node to another, it may take
some extra time. If it is going straight it does not take extra time (type 0.0 for this case),
but if it is turning it takes some extra time depending on left or right turns. The extra time
(in seconds) should be entered as an input data.
File : invhpsn.data
This file contains information regarding the initial position of all the response
vehicles. Initially, all of them are located the depot. At the beginning of the file, the total
number of rows of data to be entered is specified. It would be the same as the number of
vehicles. For each vehicle, the following data are entered:
1 st entry : vehicle index number
2nd entry : depot node
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3rd entry : node at which the link connecting the depot to the network ends. In case the
depot is connected to more than one link, choose the one that would minimize the travel
time to the patrol area.
4th entry : distance from depot. Type 0.0 for this entry.
5th entry : direction of travel on the link connecting the depot to the network. Type
1 for eastbound direction
2 for westbound direction
3 for northbound direction
4 for southbound direction
File : tempdepot.data
If policy E is implemented, the response vehicle waits on the shoulder at a
location that is more or less center of the beat. This location can be referred to as a
temporary depot. This file contains information about such temporary depots. The link on
which a temporary depot is located is referred to as a temporary depot link. At the
beginning of the file, the total number of rows of data to be entered is specified. It would
be the same as the number of vehicles. For each vehicle, the following data are entered:
1 st entry : vehicle index number
2nd entry : node where the temporary depot link starts
3rd entry : node where the temporary depot link ends
4th entry : distance of the temporary depot from the starting node of the temporary depot
link
5th entry : direction of travel on the temporary depot link. Type
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1 for eastbound direction
2 for westbound direction
3 for northbound direction
4 for southbound direction
Simulation Parameters
The simulation parameters are specified from the screen. They are as follows:
simulation period : number of days for which simulation would be run
simulation interval : interval (in seconds) at which all variables would be updated
Output
The system performance can be measured in terms to total time spent by the
vehicles in the network when they move as well as spend time in queues. The delay in
queue can also be estimated separately. This information is printed on the screen as well
as is stored in files specified by the pointers infovehhr and infodelay, respectively. There
is also a provision of creating a number of output files where other relevant information
can be stored.
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Figure C. 1 : Example of a Study Network
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APPENDIX D
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR INITIAL BEAT DESIGNS
Introduction
A good beat design can be obtained by balancing the workload among the beats.
Workload balancing ensures that all the response vehicles are kept more or less equally
busy which in turn reduces the average response time to an incident. The idea is to divide
the patrol area into a number of beats in such a way that minimizes the difference of
workload among all the beats. The workload can be estimated by summing up the
incident clearance time of all the incidents occurring on the freeway segments being
covered by the patrol program, and a load balancing algorithm can be used to obtain the
beat design. This program (part.c) is used for implementation of the load balancing
algorithm. Heuristic techniques such as multiple leaf swap, branch swap, single leaf
swap, and cycle swap are used for balancing loads.
Customization of the Program
A number of array sizes are already defined in the program that can tackle a fairly
large size problem. However, array sizes may be modified to handle even a larger data
set. The guidelines for specifying array size are given as follows:
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link[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the number of links in the patrol
area.
lnbr[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the maximum number of
neighbors a link can have. The neighbors of a given link are the links that are adjacent to
it and can be reached directly from it without traversing a second link. Figure D.l can be
referred for explanation. Link 1 has just one neighbor: link 3, link 2 does not have any
neighbor, and link 3 has three neighbors: links 5, 7, and 9. It should be noted that paired
links, which are the links between the same two nodes, are not treated as neighbors. For
example, links 1 and 2 are paired links and link 1 is not a neighbor of link 2.
node[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the number of nodes in the
study area.
partition[ ] : The array size should be at least one higher than the number of beats in
which the patrol area has to be divided.
spath[ ][ ] : The size of both dimensions in this array should be at least one higher than
the number of nodes in the study area.
Input Data
There are three input files. They are as follows:
File : network.data
The information about two variables is provided here:
noofnode : number of nodes in the study network
no_of_link : number of links in the study network
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File : netlink.data
For each link a set of data are to be entered. The entries are as follows:
1st entry : current link number
2nd entry : node from which the link starts (interchange where travel on the link begins)
3rd entry : node at which the link ends (interchange where travel on the link ends)
4th entry : index ofthe link that is the paired with the current link
5th entry : number of links that are neighbors to the current link
In the following lines, the indices of the neighboring links have to be entered.
File : load.data
This file contains the information regarding calculated load (in minutes) on each
of the links on which incidents are generated. This file is created by the program for load
calculation, genloadcal.c. It has no_of_link rows of data. Each row has two entries:
1 st entry : link number
2nd entry : load on the link
Apart from these input files, a number of data have to be entered interactively
from the computer screen. They are as follows:
• For allowable percentage of violation from the average workload of the partition, it is
preferable to use a smaller value so that workloads are balanced as much as possible.
1 percent may be used as a recommended value.
• For unit price for violating upper bound on workload in a partition, a value of one
may be used. It should be noted that smaller the value, more is the balance in
workload among the beats.
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• For unit price for violating lower bound on workload in a partition, a value of one
may be used. It should be noted that smaller the value, more is the balance in
workload among the beats.
• For number of partitions needed, type the number of beats among which the patrol
area should be divided.
Output Data
A number of output data are printed on the screen. The most relevant outputs are
printed towards the end. These are link numbers (k) and beats (link[k].final_part_index)




Figure D.l : Example of a Study Network


